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From the President

Keeping up the Good Work
A Fond Farewell from your Outgoing President
Such is the passage of time of that I cannot

on this crucial issue during my two year

I realise, does sound a bit ‘glass half empty’

believe that 2016 and the tremendous

tenure as RIAS President. That though is

but there is good news and some signs of

celebration of architecture and the RIAS’

partly an indication of just how glacial the

positive change. So on a more positive note,

centenary in the Festival of Architecture

pace of reform. Equally it underlines the fact

RIAS endeavours are beginning to realise new

2016, is now behind us. With over 1.45 million

that much more still needs to be done.

measures which will have a positive impact

guests I think that we can safely say that the

The public sector represents over fifty

on public procurement.
There will soon be construction and

Festival reached all parts of Scotland and will

percent of the Scottish economy. So it is

hopefully have left a memorable mark on

therefore a vital part of many businesses’

consultant specific procurement guidance.

over a quarter of our fellow Scots.

economic life. Streamlined, equitable, cost

This is a major step forward – because

effective public procurement which delivers

many of our travails have been triggered

shone a light on the enormous benefits

real quality is therefore vital to the country,

by the inappropriate use of ‘standard’

architecture offers society. Undoubtedly it

just as it is vital to clients, practices and their

procurement procedures and fundamental

has also underlined the sheer energy of our

many staff.

misunderstandings regarding our role and

Being part of that experience has

profession. So many architects, whether

Unfortunately public procurement

responsibilities. Likewise, the manner in

nationally or via our six Chapters, took part

continues to marginalise too many, it throttles

which our work is tendered may yet be

in building that success. That was witnessed

the vibrancy of communities, emaciates our

reformed to better reflect commitment rather

by communities, politicians and clients across

service, drives a wedge between ourselves

than focusing merely on lowest price.

the land.

and our clients and creates huge cost

2016 allowed the profession to shine

burdens to both the bidder and the client.

We are actively seeking the reform of
ESPD, via RIAS Consultancy and our highly

and it did. Every architect in Scotland owes a

These concerns have worsened

effective political lobby. We are also seeking

debt of gratitude to their fellows and to the

because all too many public bodies have

to showcase ESPD’s use in a more informed

RIAS who made that happen. It undoubtedly

adopted open tendering since the Scottish

and transparent manner. We are in detailed

offers a legacy which we must build upon.

Government’s utilisation of the European

discussion regards HUB remuneration and

That said, whilst 2016 has proven very

Single Procurement Document (ESPD).

their fee caps.

successful in promoting our art, our ability

Such issues must be put to rights and must

All of that will require much more

to resolve problems or to catalyse energy,

be reformed. Whilst I am depressed by

work. After I step down in May, please

our importance to society and our status, the

such developments, please be assured that

be assured I will continue to fight for our

architects’ commercial position in Scotland

everyone who needs to know about the

common interest. I have also reached out

remains challenging.

intolerable situation we find ourselves in is

to practices to share that burden and know

well aware of that repeatedly from myself

that my successor as RIAS President, Stewart

and from the RIAS’ executive.

Henderson, will pick up that particular baton.

Inevitably, me being me and my ‘pet’
subject still being a huge issue, that brings me
disappointingly back to the subject of public

Whilst President I have always thought

Stewart recognises the plight of the

procurement. I feel very personal despair that

of myself as your ‘union’ leader so I have

profession and shares my passion to reform

I have achieved so little positive movement

sought to stand up for your rights. The above,

public procurement. He has worked in both

8
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the public sector and private sectors and has
acted as project manager on major projects.
This, I believe, makes him the ideal standard
bearer for the profession, our clients and
Scottish society in general as we seek to
further these matters.
Clearly all of these efforts regards
procurement reform overlays the publication
of the much anticipated Cole Report. Cole
has made many key observations. Put simply
lessons must be learned. In that light public
procurement is not just about work, it is
about buildings serving their communities,
© Malcolm Cochrane

it’s about buildings functioning for their
many users and it’s about the safety of their
occupants.
For too long the role of the architect
has been marginalised (even described as

industry to achieve crucial reforms.
With procurement reform, 2016 and the

serve you to the very best of my abilities. I am
grateful to all those who have supported me

‘a luxury’ by one particular idiot politician).

publication of the Cole Report I have not had

in the role – the members of RIAS Council,

Therefore our service has been whittled

to endure a dull moment during the course

the colleges of Past Presidents, Fellows,

and whittled again, whilst many clients have

of the last two years. During that time many,

Honorary Fellows, Members and Student

presumed that they still enjoy a traditional

many people have asked me if I have enjoyed

Members. I am very particularly grateful to

service. Cole has shone a light on many

being RIAS President. My answer has always

the Incorporation’s hard working and diligent

misconceptions. His report has also shown

been that it was too soon to say. However

staff. Finally, of course, I much thank my

that our traditional role is very far from being

now, on reflection, it has been a huge

colleagues at Nicoll Russell Studios who have

‘a luxury’. It is vital expertise which must be

privilege which I will always be grateful for. My

tolerated all my ‘time off’ from the day job

available to protect society.

RIAS peers gave me a huge honour.

and of course my wife, Alison and my family

Systemic change is needed. We

To be President, particularly during

welcome the Scottish Government’s stated

the Festival of Architecture 2016, our

acknowledgement of that requirement and

centenary and such a period of change is

their desire to progress matters. The RIAS

something I never imagined when I entered

therefore looks forward to working with

the profession. I have always believed in

government, local government, public bodies,

the value and power of the profession.

professional institutions and the wider

Throughout my term I have always sought to

for, as ever, keeping things grounded and just
for always being there.

Willie Watt PRIAS
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From Our Archive with Ian Stuart Campbell frias

70 years ago
Quarterly 67
February 1947

A February 1947 essay bemoaned the

Pomp or Circumstance by W W Friskin

lack of ‘Style’ associated with modern

It must be admitted I am sorry to say, that a

more pernicious the cloud, the more they

good many of the changes known as ‘Style’

crowed over their belief that never before

in Architecture, have a direct connection

was such a great age attained, nor had

with historical events and the economic

progress reached such high degree.

architecture of the mechanistic age and
despised the obfuscation and flowery
language used to justify this work.
In 1992 David Page deftly identified

consequences which accompanied them.
The fall of an empire can do it – Greece

Smoke belched over the land and the

Just before WW1, the ‘Classic’ was in the
ascendant and all nations were at it, vying

fell that Rome should rise, Rome in turn

with one another in a bludgeoning series of

vanished before the might of the advancing

intimidating buildings.....The Scandinavian

20th century Scottish architecture

Goth. The Moorish Conquest of Spain did

Countries with Denmark and Holland

while gently reminding readers that

it … The Spanish Colonisation of South

untouched by the war carried on normal

America practically did it … while the British

development in Style and in none of these

Colonisation of North America almost

do we see ‘Modernism’ as we are now faced

created a Style. British Rule in India on the

with.

the absence of source books for

a thoughtful profession has a duty to
record, clarify and learn from the past.
Finally, as recently as 2016, Ian Ritchie
OBE Hon FRIAS traced the recent

other hand will in the long run prove of very
minor importance.
The renaissance blazed its way across

… we have been deluged by a flood of
words in defence of Modern Principles:… a
yell about a thing they call a “norm”; a yodel

phenomenon of ‘starchitects’ and self-

Europe and from the mists of the dark ages

about something described as “the new way

celebrating egos. He calls for architects

there emerged Religious Orders that carried

of living”: a shout about “this mechanistic

to learn how to write and communicate

Gothic Art wherever they went. The supreme

scheme of correlated functionalism”; a shriek

fact in them all is this – a spirit burned

about the “indigenous symmetry of angular

which carried greatness. Each in its day and

perpendicularity,” and so on.

in an electronic age.
Throughout the last seven decades it
seems that architects retrospectively

generation was the best that had ever been:
each was predominantly Modern.

I call this verbal deluge just plain bilge.
You might argue that the designer, being

recognised the importance of

From that time onwards we have the

an artist should stand by his calculations and

industrial age and for nearly 100 years style in

have done with it; buildings have to be seen

communication with their public. It will

architecture was one long-drawn-out barren

and looked at whether we like it or not.

be interesting to observe benefits from

show. The economic changes, of course were

If the building is to be as the designer

enormous. People became wealthy and poor.

intends it, surely one of its supreme functions

Very wealthy and very poor.

is to create … that experience which is of

the year-long Festival of Architecture
2016 which reached further than

The wealthy built what they pleased and

the sublime. In short, create a work of art,

Scotland’s architects (or perhaps any

built for the poor what they pleased – not

whether or not it conforms to any cold

architect) have ever dared before.

what pleased the poor. It is the age of strife –

blooded code of words or any niggardly

industrial strife – and history shows that this

formula.

condition is unsuitable for advancement in
building.
They were clever people and inventive
people. They introduced Venetian blinds
into regions a long way from Venice. They
built the Albert Memorial but they also built
the Crystal Palace. They experimented with
bridges across the Tay, but they made a
success of the one over the Forth.

10
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25 years ago

1 year ago

Prospect 46
Spring 1992

RIAS Quarterly Issue 25
Spring 2016
Bryggman, who practiced during the fifties
and sixties. One can easily imagine some

Extract from the RIAS Fellows’ Address,
by Ian Ritchie CBE Hon FRIAS

contemporary Scottish titles to sit along side

Profile and status is extremely important in

these: but our dedicated student ......finds the

our profession. However the past 20 or so

shelves to be bare.

years have seen many architects trapped

Our modern history is censored by

by a media frenzy. The media’s demand for

neglect. Some will say it is because our

their identities – identity being fed only by

modern architecture failed, and yes there

novelty or by self celebration – has created a

have been failures.

new generation of ‘starchitects’ indifferent to

Even the masters fail, but in what respect?
Was the architecture defective, or was it the
technology or constructional techniques? In
any event we must learn from the failure.
The empty shelf of course matters for

their surroundings, victims of their own egos,
which are measured solely in column inches…
I was told that the ambition of one
architect was to have a building in every
major city in the world – the global architect-

one reason. Architecture is an intelligent

ego map exists – and I suspect he is not alone

quantity. Architecture cannot be created

in this ambition.

without thought. Whether in sketch or

TV and the internet have created an

model or written form it is the duty of an

unending demand for information and there

intelligent culture to document, record and

simply isn’t enough truth to go around. So

The Status and Perception of Architecture,
extract from a talk by David Page
“Charter for the Arts – Architecture
Seminar”

clarify the origins of our new building, in

we get misinformation and bullshit instead.

order to provide a source book for the next

Indeed there are some troubling signs that

generation, and the next after that. Cultural

the consumer has been trained to prefer

development is then seen as continuity;

bullshit.

Buildings grow old, structures age and

whether the old was really “better before”

materials deteriorate. Often the spaces cease

matters less as the old will have informed the

increase public understanding of architecture

to be used for their original purposes. Rooms

new.

has become the major task. Architects should

For our profession to speak plainly and to

become too small or too big, the best of the

be worried that the term architect is too often

bunch are, of course, retained as monuments,

used as a disparaging term by the general

and where possible reused in innovative and

public. I recognise that if we wish to increase

thoughtful permutations.

the public understanding of architecture,

And so when we are required to

… the solution is not only to deliver quality

replace the old with the new, how best can

architecture in its broadest sense, but to learn

we do it? How do we judge what is right?

how to write and communicate architecture.

The dedicated student will return to the
library shelf and in many ways the public’s
reawakening of interest in our (18th &19th
century) heritage has been fuelled by the
books on that shelf.
In the RIAS Glasgow Architecture
Bookshop I came across a volume about
2 inches thick on the Finnish architect
Pietila. Alongside another book of similar
dimensions, this one on the Finnish architect

11
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above
Carmo Convent and Church ruins
opposite
Rossio Estacao
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell
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Ian Stuart Campbell frias offers some ‘snaps’, sketches and personal reflections…

Impressions of Lisbon
Rebuilt after a devastating earthquake in

“Carnation Revolution” in 1974, mooted a

National, international and regional rail lines

1755 a new grid plan laid solid foundations for

successful bid for Lisbon to host a World

arrive at high level platforms, naturally lit

this elegant European capital city. Located on

Expo in 1998. As happened in Barcelona with

beneath glass trees. Regional bus station,

the hilly northern banks of the Tagus estuary,

their Olympic bid in 1992, the Expo became

police, taxi and car parking connect below

Atlantic and Mediterranean influences collide

the catalyst to address industrial blight,

ground into the metro and via the Vasco da

here with Moorish flavours and direct historic

regenerate Lisbon’s waterfront and reconnect

Gamma commercial centre to new hotels,

links to Brazil.

the city to the river.

conference and leisure attractions such as

For decades this waterfront brought

Santiago Calatrava’s flagship project at

Europe’s largest waterfront aquarium and
walkways.

prosperity as an industrial port during

Parque des Nacoes set a dynamic sculptural

Portugal’s colonial and dictatorial times.

tone for this 1998 development. An airy,

Yet it left a heritage of industrial blight and

multilevel, hub effectively serves airport,

suspension bridge crossed the Tigra at

redundant rail-yards. Transformation from

waterfront and city centre travellers through

its narrowest point. Now renamed to

dictatorship, following the almost bloodless

a commendably integrated interchange.

commemorate the Carnation Revolution,

In 1966 a Portuguese ‘Golden Gate’

13
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Impressions of…

above clockwise from top left
Edward VII Park; Oriente; Lisbon square; Placa Commercio; Park of
Nations, Oriente; Gulbenkian Foundation
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell
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opposite clockwise from top left
Elevador de Santa Justa; Oriente; Placa Commercio; Lisbon tram
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell
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‘Ponte 25 de Abril’ it is longer than San

Baixa giving an intimate viewpoint and high-

of the exuberant Manueline style of early 16th

Francesco’s icon, but is similarly designed to

level walkway, connecting to Rua do Carmo.

century Portugal. Formerly Estação Central

Close by, the imposing Gothic ruin

(Central Station) that name confusingly still

resist seismic activity. Additional road lanes

appears in stone on its elaborate façade.

and a new rail deck were added to the bridge

of Igreja do Carmo looms over Biaxa as

in the 1990’s before the World Expo 1998

another reminder of the great earthquake.

justified building a new, 11 mile long, bridge

The Convent and Church, built around 1389,

begun in 1759, shortly after the earthquake

upriver, the Ponte Vasco da Gama.

devastated in 1755, were partly reconstructed

destroyed the Royal Palace on this site,

in 1911 by architect Leonel Gaia. During the

elegant porticos line three sides of this huge

gauge trams, originally horsedrawn (1873) but

Carnation Revolution the old convent was

square leaving the forth side open to the river

electrified since 1901, still thunder through hilly

surrounded by rebels opposing the Estado

with a cute sandy beach and the old palace

narrow streets. Funiculars cope with steeper

Novo regime who eventually surrendered to

steps still leading down to the jetty. This is

topography but most dramatic is The Elevador

democratic President António de Spínola.

yet another special, yet intimate, space from

Throughout Lisbon’s old town, tiny narrow

de Santa Justa. Designed by Raul Mesnier de

At one end of the old town grid Rossio

Ponsard, a student of Gustave Eiffel, its neo-

Station, by Portuguese architect José Luís

gothic iron work shafts rise 45 metres from

Monteiro from 1887 is a Romantic recreation

At the waterfront Praca do Comercio,

which to appreciate Lisbon’s grandeur.

Ian Stuart Campbell FRIAS
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Six things we took away from
Say Hello to Architecture in 2016
In 2016 Architecture and Design

of the Biennale. When back from Venice it

resources in bright yellow tote bags and we

Scotland delivered the Say Hello

toured to three Scottish venues, co-locating

distributed over 400 packs across Scotland to

with Scotstyle in two venues. The exhibition

support community events. This, combined

to Architecture Programme as

was also on display at the Arctic Circle

with the strong connection to the diverse

part of the Year of Innovation,

conference in Reykjavik, launched by the First

Festival of Architecture events and RIAS

Minister Nicola Sturgeon.

Chapters, helped us reach new audiences and

Architecture and Design and the
Festival of Architecture 2016. We

resulted in 184 community-led events.

2 – Working with communities we
created new experiences in old places

were delighted to collaborate

From working with the Oban Communities

5 – Scotland’s Best of the Best is really
GREAT

Trust and Festival of Architecture 2016 to

We worked with seven national organisations

with the RIAS and the many

create the Oban Festival of Architecture in

to collate award-winning architecture,

partners in the Festival to reach

the old Rockfield Primary School, through

landscapes and communities in the Best of

to transforming Dundee’s West Ward Works

the Best exhibition. The exhibition toured

new audiences across Scotland,

into a diverse and engaging architecture

12 venues, showcased 134 projects and

and beyond.

festival for a – freezing – week in November,

shared venues with Scotstyle. It kicked off

we were able to mobilise interest and hard

with a special Midsummer Celebration at

work into special celebrations of Scotland’s

Glasgow’s Savings Bank and finished the year

architecture.

at A449 Architects in Portobello High Street,

See more on www.ads.org.uk

Edinburgh, with stops in Peebles, Aberdeen,
Here are six things we took away from 2016:

3 – Your ears can guide you to hidden
gems

Arbroath, Dundee, Stirling, Helensburgh,
Oban and Leith.

1 – Engaging audiences with augmented
reality works

Working with Walking Heads tours we
devised the Brisk Walk guided walk to

6 – Everyone loves a piper

For Scotland’s contribution to the Venice

Glasgow’s buildings at risk, narrated by

During the Prospect North tour we were

architecture Biennale in 2016 we set out to

Professor Johnny Rodger, and available to

fortunate to have in our midst Euan – a

test new ways to deliver exhibitions and

download on the Walking Heads website

talented piper. Whether walking along

engagement. The Prospect North exhibition

www.walkingheads.net. It is beautifully

Venice’s Via Garibaldi or down the sweeping

– created by Lateral North, Soluis and

illustrated by Rae-Yen Song.

staircase in the Harpa building in Reykjavik,
the sound of the pipes announced the arrival

Dualchas and supported by the Scotland +
Venice partnership, used augmented and
virtual reality to bring over 6,000 Venetian
visitors to Scotland and to bring fifteen
Scottish community stories to the heart

16

4 – Yellow bags stand out in the crowd

of Prospect North on the international stage.

To support local events we created a set of 10
architecture resources with ideas for activities
for young and old alike. We packaged the

Anja Ekelof
A&DS

for more information:
www.ads.org.uk | exhibitions@ads.org.uk | @ArcDesSco

Mozolowski & Murray
Conservatories Orangeries

To find out more call us on

0345 050 5440
Visit our design centre
or request a brochure.

Sun Lounges Garden Rooms

Mozolowski & Murray
Conservatory Design Centre
57 Comiston Road Edinburgh EH10 6AG
Open 7 days 10am to 5pm

www.mozmurray.co.uk

Skylight name for certificate

15/9/11

09:16

Page 1

Skylight

.co.uk

Skylight International Ltd
75 Birkmyre Road
Glasgow G51 3JH
Phone 0141 445 6655, 0141 445 4219
info@skylight.co.uk

Manufacture and installation of rooflights
Now in our 25th year
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another exemplary shortlist…

The RIAS Awards 2017

Year on year the quality of Scottish Architecture

both historic and contemporary Scottish buildings,

is on the rise. Despite an economic climate

literally highlighting a tradition of excellence. That

which continues to squeeze fees and challenge

tradition continues and as this brilliant shortlist (of

professionals’ ability to deliver, Scotland’s architects

27 projects from a record-breaking entry of 84)

are delivering work of truly international quality

demonstrates, Scotland’s architecture is in very

to serve our citizens and communities. Last year’s

good heart.

Festival of Architecture shone a bright light on

19

© David Barbour
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aerial adventures, east kilbride
Taylor Architecture Practice Ltd (T.A.P.)
Aerial Adventures Ltd

This ‘Hub’ provides a mix of
activities which complement
the original retail environment,
a ‘Hi-Ride assault course,
a climbing wall, a café and

© Keith Hunter

adventure play.

city of glasgow college – city
campus
Reiach and Hall Architects / Michael Laird
Architects
City of Glasgow College

This complex of buildings in
themselves constitute a ‘city’
within the city, with high-tech
classrooms, lecture theatres and
specialist facilities.

20
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RIAS Awards 2017 – the Shortlist

© David Barbour

dalkeith corn exchange
Michael Laird Architects
Melville Housing Association

This formerly abandoned
Jacobean-style, market hall, has
been fully refurbished, made
accessible to all and brought
back into positive public use.

© Dapple Photography

due west, argyll & bute
cameronwebster architects
Gordon Turner

This home maximises stunning
views from a spectacular clifftop location, providing shelter,
intimacy and a sunny, glazed,
living area.
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dunfermline carnegie library &
galleries
Richard Murphy Architects Ltd
Fife Council

Museum space, art galleries,
a local history reading room,
children’s library, café and
meeting rooms are integrated
with the world’s first Andrew
Carnegie Library
© Dapple Photography

eastwood health and care
centre, glasgow
Hoskins Architects
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde

NHS, Council run services
and four GP practices are
deftly brought together in this
innovative community ‘Hub’.
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edinburgh road, musselburgh
A449 LTD
Archie Matthew

Built into the sea wall at Musselburgh, a new
timber-clad extension, overlooking the beach,
houses double height living, kitchen and dining

© Matthew Johnson

spaces.

fernaig cottage, wester ross
Scampton and Barnett Architects
Andrew and Gillian Barnett

This project involved the renovation, adaption
and extension of a dilapidated former shepherd’s
longhouse. Original stone walls were retained.
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fetlor youth club, edinburgh
James Robertson Architect
FetLor Youth Club

The clients sought a building
quick to construct, economical,
easily maintained and robust, on
a tight budget, giving members
and staff the special character

© Ross Campbell

they wanted.

glendale primary school and
bunsgoil ghàidhlig ghleann
dail, glasgow
Glasgow City Council – DRS Project
Management & Design
Glasgow City Council – Education Services

The key challenge was
integrating two school
populations while maintaining
individual identities. A central
atrium and a flexible assembly/
gym/dining /drama hall are
shared.
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© Cadzow Pelosi

holyrood north student
accommodation and outreach
centre, edinburgh
jmarchitects and Oberlanders Architects
The University of Edinburgh

This is a new village within the
medieval plan of Edinburgh
Old Town. Lost streets and
passageways are reinstated,
providing more than 1,100
student rooms.

© David Barbour

ineos headquarters,
grangemouth
Michael Laird Architects
INEOS Olefins & Polymers (O&P) UK

This new landmark reinforces
corporate identity and will
serve as a catalyst for future
development in an understated,
elegant building.
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james gillespie’s campus,
edinburgh
jmarchitects
City of Edinburgh Council

Five new buildings vary from
single to three storeys to create
transformational teaching
spaces from a simple palette of
materials.
Unfortunately, this project was erroneously attributed as
a collaboration between jmarchitects and Oberlanders
Architects within the little Awards Booklet which went to print
prior to the magazine. The collaboration was in fact on the
Holyrood North Student Accommodation in Edinburgh. Our

© Sean Gaule

sincere apologies to both practices for this error.

moray place, edinburgh
Somner Macdonald Architects
Private client

The challenge was to create “one of the best
apartments in Edinburgh”, respecting the original
building while considering city living concerns.
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newhouse of auchengree, north
ayrshire
Ann Nisbet Studio
Dr Michael Law

This contemporary farmhouse
draws on North Ayrshire’s
rural vernacular to create a
building that reflects the special

© Ryder Architecture

architectural identity of the area.

noss primary school, wick
Ryder Architecture
Hub North Scotland

This new primary is composed
of a series of extruded linear
wings accommodating a series
of dynamic internal and external
spaces.
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pennywell residential regeneration, edinburgh
Barton Willmore
Urban Union Ltd

These apartment blocks are designed to be
tenure ‘blind’, with no visual distinction between
affordable rented and for sale. Zinc-clad ‘feature

© Reiach and Hall Architects

© Urban Union

gables’ add visual interest.

oriam – scotland’s sports performance centre,
edinburgh
Reiach and Hall Architects
Oriam – Scotland’s Sports Performance Centre

Designed for high-performance athletes as well
as students and the public, Oriam is organised
along two parallel linear routes, separate by an
indoor 3g pitch.
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portobello high school,
edinburgh
jmarchitects
City of Edinburgh Council, Department of
Children and Families

This is the largest capacity
high school in Edinburgh,
catering for 1400 pupils. The
plan encourages departmental
collaboration and independent

© Kieth Hunter

learning.
powis place, aberdeen
Carson & Partners
Alumno Development

This student accommodation
features a sheltered forecourt,
a glazed common room and
reception areas. The, six-storey,
building accommodates nearly
200 students.
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rockvilla – national theatre of
scotland hq, glasgow
Hoskins Architects
National Theatre of Scotland

This base for National Theatre
of Scotland brings together
formerly scattered departments.
The building’s industrial
aesthetic is appropriate for the
vision of a ‘creative factory’.
© David Barbour

rosefield home studio,
edinburgh
Chambers McMillan Architects Ltd
Private client

This workshop, studio, den and
sleepover space for children
and adults to hang-out, was
converted from a stone garage
at the end of the garden.
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ruins studio, dumfries
Lily Jencks Studio + Nathanael Dorent
Lily Jencks

This rural ‘refuge’ rises from the
ruins of a 19th century farm. The
curvilinear interior embraces
kitchen, study, lounge and
dining, ‘delaminating’ to create
private rooms.

© David Barbour

scottish national waterski
centre, dunfermline
Taylor Architecture Practice Ltd (T.A.P.)
Waterski & Wakeboard Scotland

This reworking of the original,
multi-use, building at the lochside waterski centre at Townhill
Country Park is a bright and
expansive space to match skiers.
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tinhouse, isle of skye
Rural Design
Alan Dickson

Tinhouse celebrates the corrugated metal
sheeting commonly used in agricultural buildings
in a contemporary way. Internally, timber, concrete

© Nigel Rigden

© David Barbour

and plywood add to the ‘handmade’ palette.

thistle foundation centre of wellbeing,
edinburgh
3DReid
Thistle Foundation

This facility offers a warm and welcoming
environment to support those with disabilities,
helping them to live independent lives in their
own homes.
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windmill community campus,
kirkcaldy
Fife Council Property Services
Fife Council

This community campus in
Kirkcaldy integrates Viewforth
High School, Rosslyn ASN
School, a public library and a
Council customer service-point
around a central internal ‘street.’
The RIAS Awards Ceremony and Dinner this year will take place at Murrayfield Stadium, Edinburgh on Wednesday 14th June.
Please email Valerie.Decker@rias.org.uk for more information or to book your place.
This year’s Awards Dinner is generously sponsored by GEZE, Hadden, Nevin of Edinburgh and Tobermore.

scottish society of architect-artists
“Architecture of all the Arts… acts the most slowly, but most surely, on the soul.” Ernest Dimnet

Alan G W Cook: Valentine’s Day, Bruges

… still in touch with your inner artist?
www.ssaagallery.org.uk
For more information on how to join SSAA, please contact charinabeswick@hotmail.co.uk
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INTRODUCING
WARRANTED SOLUTIONS FOR MEDIUM
RISE MULTI-OCCUPANCY BUILDINGS

–

FIND OUT MORE AT
www.greatplac.es

Saint-Gobain Frame System
SGFS

Loadbearing wall panels
comprising lightweight Hadley
Steel Framing ready enveloped
in market-leading Saint-Gobain
products giving a total warranted
through the wall performance.

(*) (**) Conditions apply.
See www.greatplac.es
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Portobello High School
© Saint-Gobain

Collaboration Goes Hand in Hand with Innovation
Saint-Gobain generously
sponsors the RIAS special award

supplied a number of innovative products,
from floor to wall solutions.
Commissioned by the City of Edinburgh

We were thrilled with the comments of
the school’s Head Teacher, commenting that
the school building has had ‘a positive impact

for Emerging Architect within the

Council, the new building accommodates

on us all, as the students are happier and

raft of the RIAS annual awards.

1,400 pupils and has replaced the existing

there is a spring in the step of the teachers

building, home to the school for 51 years.

too.’ By carefully considering each aspect of

A range of building solutions were

the building, from the quality of indoor air,

Here Stuart McKill reviews one of

required for the project. In addition to more

to acoustics and visual quality, we have been

traditional teaching and learning spaces, the

able to work with eight of our brands to

sustainability credentials – and

development incorporates a 25m swimming

provide a solution that truly benefits those

how his own company benefited

pool, games hall, gymnasium and two all-

that use the school and ultimately should

weather sports pitches for school and wider

help improve attainment levels.

this year’s awards shortlist on its

the project.
We all understand that innovation is the key
to success for any organisation. This is why
Saint-Gobain invested heavily in product
innovation. Today, one in four of our products
didn’t exist five years ago. Product innovation
starts with collaboration. Thanks to the
varied and wide ranging expertise embodied
in our 22 brands operating in Scotland, we

community use.
As one of the largest manufacturing and
building distribution businesses in the UK,
we supply a wide range of product solutions

Product innovation is at the heart of Saint-

that work together to provide buildings that

Gobain, as well as the desire to create

are not only fit for purpose, but provide

great living spaces for everyone. Thanks to

benefits to the occupants. In this instance at

company-wide collaboration and the hard

Portobello High School, the beneficiaries are

work of our research and development

the pupils and teaching staff.

teams, we are able to focus on breakthrough
innovations and on continuously improving

are able to create forward thinking, whole

Taking a Holistic Approach

building solutions that truly benefit the built

In the new High School it was important

environment.

that we provided solutions that not only
housed learning, but also benefitted it. If a

Benefitting from a Collaborative
Approach

classroom is too noisy for example, we know

Saint-Gobain recently supplied a range of

the collaboration of each of our brands, we

solutions to the new £28.5 million Portobello

were able to take a holistic approach to the

High School building in Edinburgh. Eight of

specification process, really paying attention

our brands worked in close collaboration

to aspects such as acoustic performance

to support the school building; British

and ventilation, to benefit the learning

Gypsum, Celotex, Frazer, International

environment for pupils.

Timber, Ecophon, Jewson, Isover and Pasquill

Making Future Innovations Happen

that concentration is impaired. Through

our products, processes and services to help
improve people’s daily lives.

Stuart McKill
Sustainable Habitat Leader at Saint-Gobain in
Scotland

To find out more about the Portobello High
School project, visit www.saint-gobain.
scot/news/2017/edinburgh-school-benefitsfrom-saint-gobain-solutions/
For more information about Saint-Gobain
in Scotland, visit www.saint-gobain.scot.
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New RIAS Hon Fellow, Dr Donnie Munro, gave the following address to fellowship
at this year’s RIAS Fellows’ Dinner in Edinburgh in mid March.
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“A Chàirdean, Ceannard, Mnathan agus

mine and those of my fellow painters and

of objects, of artefacts of these parts

Companach Urramach,

designers. It seemed to me that, where I

our material culture which remain as the

enjoyed the relative artistic freedom of the

remnants of our ways of doing, our ways of

bhi an seo còmhla ribh uile a nochd airson an

School of Drawing and Painting, despite

being, our civilisations and our built heritage.

tachartas sònraichte seo agus anns a cheud

Grays being rather academic and traditional

As Playwright, Alan Bennett has so aptly

àite, tha mi airson mile taing a chuir thugaibh

in its approach, the creative drive, vision

stated, ‘architecture is what history leaves us.’

uile airson an t-urram mhòr sònraichte agus

and energy of my architect friends, seemed

bàigheil tha sibh air a chuir orm a nochd. Mile

always, even in the theoretical, or perhaps

aware of the importance of architecture and

taing dhuibh uile.

especially in the theoretical, to be framed

the importance of the work of architects. I

to such a large extent by the requirement to

understand that globally, society appears to

work within contextual constraints.

be on a journey towards global urbanisation

Tha e a toirt toileachas mhòr dhomhsa a

Friends, M President, Ladies and
Gentlemen, esteemed Fellows
It gives me great joy to gratefully accept

The architects had to address the

So from a very early age, I was acutely

to such an extent that this urbanisation is

the wonderful honour which RIAS has

contexts of functionality of purpose, of scale,

now determining mutations and changes

conferred upon me and a great pleasure and

the context of material, of mathematics and

in our natural world. This is happening to

privilege also, to have been invited to deliver

of structural and engineering modelling.

such an observable extent that plant forms

what I promise will be a short Fellowship

Therefore, from the earliest point of the

are now changing the very nature of how

Address.

development of their visual imagination and

they self-propagate to reflect and to adapt

their creative drive, it seemed to me, that

to the changed environment in which they

wonderful validation of one’s own working

they were challenged beyond the bounds

increasingly exist. They have altered the very

life, as, no matter what dizzy heights we may

of any other art-form in their quest to

mechanisms of their reproduction to address

achieve or at least appear to have achieved,

work creatively, innovatively and with great

the more limited productive fertile spaces

one should never tire of the generous

imagination and always trying to extend the

in which they have to successfully deposit

validation and encouragement of one’s fellow

boundaries of what was possible.

seeds.

It really is an honour to receive such a

travellers through this life. Fellowship is a

I remember too however, being very

The importance of our architecture in

conscious, of the fact that architects, perhaps

the urban environment goes far beyond

uniquely amongst artists and art-forms, were

functionality and/or aesthetics. Buildings

architecture came about when, as a young art

in a hugely privileged and important position.

and the built environment take on ever

student at Grays School of Art in Aberdeen,

Very few, if any, other artists and art-forms

greater significance to the human narrative.

I shared my studies in beautiful grounds and

were so uniquely placed, as to be given the

As someone who grew up in a rural island

facilities, out at Garthdee, with the Scott

opportunity to create such powerful artistic

environment, I recall waking, walking and

Sutherland School of Architecture.

interventions on such a monumental scale

working daily in the ever changing light

primary expression of that.
My first real contact with architects and

in our physical landscape. And in a manner

and shadow of the great Cuillin Mountain.

on the Banks of the Dee that I became

which so fundamentally shapes, influences

We lived beside Ben Tianabhaig and Loch

friends with a number of young architects. I

and impacts upon our lives, how we live and

Chaluim Chille, where the history and the

remember distinctly, even then, thinking how

how we develop as communities.

narrative of my people were so defined, were

It was there; in that leafy embankment

difficult and challenging their creative lives
and processes were, as artists, compared to

It has been said that our history is
ultimately a history of things, a history

so imbedded, in the landscape, through the
language, through song, through stories,
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through poetry and through the naming of

family homes and those of her grandmother,

reality? Or should we still look to architecture

things. The naming of things was important,

have gone, as have those of her extended

to provide the monumental, the permanent,

each field a marker, each name a meaningful

family and her friends, all gone. Her school has

the important and beautiful markers of our

link with the past, a significant signposting to

gone, her church has gone and most or many

human journey which seems increasingly to

a collective consciousness. Our history was

of people from the area, have largely gone.

be moving to a global urbanisation?

a history of things and of ways of being, all

All this within a very short timescale. The

In closing I would like to say that I have

set within the monumental permanence and

markers and the indicators and the narrative

been extremely privileged to have worked

presence of a vast primeval landscape.

of this community, have all gone as they are so

over recent years with some wonderfully

inextricably linked to the built environment, to

creative and innovative architects, on a range

the places in which we live our lives.

of projects in the Highlands and Islands,

I have become intensely aware of the
vast difference between rural and urban

We all have memories of buildings. Of

Gillespie’s, Holmes Miller and Rural Design

experience is set against the monumental

how they made us feel, of what they made

amongst them. We are currently on phase

physical permanence of the world of nature.

us do, of how they brought happiness, or

two of an exciting and iconic development

On the other against the transience of

comfort or beauty in to our lives. Of course

on south Skye where, with the Kilbeg Village

the constantly changing urban landscape,

they may also have brought fear, discomfort

Development, we will see the creation of the

where our built environment undoubtedly

and uncertainty. Architecture, as with all art-

first new planned village to be developed

plays a much more critical and informing

forms is an interactive activity, a chemistry of

on Skye in more than 100 years. This is a

role, in providing context, a sense of self, a

experience and a dynamic engagement of a

very hopeful and significant symbol of the

measurement, an understanding and the

quite profound nature.

regeneration which is now taking place, very

experience. On the one hand, human

narrative of our collective human experience.

Now clearly, there are many areas

much against the historical trends of the

Therefore the challenges facing architecture

of rural Scotland where the signs of

past 200 years of history. Architecture is very

in this context and in these distinctly different

depopulation, displacement and human

much at the heart of that regeneration.

environments, are perhaps consequently

dispersal are self-evident, in the low walls

quite markedly different.

of the ruined township dwellings and the

words of Murdo MacFarlane, the Melbost

lazy beds or feannagan, all lying wasted and

Bard from the Isle of Lewis. On reflecting on

Dalmarnock and Bridgton in Glasgow’s

overgrown. However even in this scene

the systematic and institutionalised historical

East End, with my wife Teresa, her home

of gradual degradation and loss, there is

destruction of his language, his culture

environment, where she lived and played,

the permanence of the land itself, which

and his community, he declared boldly and

had her friends, went to school and played

holds the narrative. In contrast, the cleared

defiantly – ‘But still we sing’

her street games. These experiences were, of

urban wastelands lie flattened in a shallow

course, the carriers of her urban story. But I

archaeology which no longer throws up the

challenges of all our new tomorrows, I urge

became enormously aware of the contrast in

clues and the narrative of shared pasts.

you too to be bold in spirit and ambitious

I remember recently driving around

the experience of the rural and urban dweller

So are we now perhaps entering an age

In closing, I would reference the defiant

As architects and architecture face the

in vision. I ask you to raise your glasses

whereby our interactive digital technologies

and join me in the Toast to “Fellowship and

Her immediate family are sadly all

and artificial intelligence will be the means by

Architecture!””

gone. Many or most of the buildings of her

which we will deliver or recall the continuing

childhood are gone, all three of her different

narrative through virtual or augmented

in this regard.
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Specialists in manufacture and installation
of top quality aluminium balustrade systems
Choice of styles and colours
Also stainless steel balustrades and handrails

Turnbull Aluminium Ltd.
t/a Grille City Aluminium
Unit 3, Inveralmond Trade Park,
Perth PH1 3HB
Tel: 01738 639 429
info@grillecity.com
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Gehry Reconstructed
From a Kodak Brownie Cresta when I was

old and new led me to Chicago where Frank

design, partly inspired by the trashed guitars

at school, to 21st century camera technology,

Gehry’s Pritzker Pavilion stood out for me

of Jimi Hendrix. Utilising my photographs, I

photography has always played an important

amongst all the new construction work in the

have created abstract images that maintain

part in my life. I believe that the visualisation

city.

the sense of shape and colour, particularly of

needed to carry out architectural design

A later trip to Seattle led me to Gehry’s

the metal cladding which is wrapped round
the structure in interlinking curves.

work has given me a personal approach

Experience Music Project (since renamed

to photography, regardless of the subject

the Museum of Pop Culture). As in Chicago

matter which varies continually in my imaging

I was intrigued by the sinuous curves of the

Photographic Society, I was encouraged

projects.

metal structure he had created. Photographs

to apply for a Fellowship using my newly

As an Associate of the Royal

When I retired as an architect, I made

taken at the time of my visit are probably no

‘constructed’ images. My original photographs

several trips to the USA to see buildings first

more than a record of the building. However

were combined and layered in different

hand that I had come across in magazines,

I wished to combine my professional skills

permutations while exploring different

journals and monographs throughout the

with my photography and pay homage to Mr

arrangements and methods of blending the

years, starting from college days. The mix of

Gehry’s inventive approach to architectural

images.
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was done over a period of two years. Other

As well as requiring an outstanding

new for this highly complex building while

aspects of my submission included image

photographic and creative standard, it has to

mirroring the way the building morphs and

and mount size, appropriate print paper

demonstrate personal style.

changes with each different viewpoint. The

that related to the content and a statement

square format of my prints was chosen to

of intent that was a written description of

comfort zone, being well away from my

communicate the formalism of architecture,

the panel. The title for the exercise was the

normal photography. However by combining

contrasting with the energy and free flowing

easy part. Early in the process I settled upon

architecture, art and photography I was able

forms constrained within its boundaries.

“Gehry Reconstructed”.

to satisfy the requirements for a successful

The aim was to produce something

For a Fellowship portfolio I had to submit

I was notified of the success of my

twenty prints and to achieve a satisfactory

submission in November 2016, being the

arrangement within the layout, I constructed

first person in Scotland to receive the award

the best part of eighty abstract images from

for two years. Respected internationally,

which I could make my final choice. This

Fellowship is the Society’s highest distinction.

Initially the exercise was out of my

Fellowship panel. The question now awaiting
an answer has to be, “What next?’.

Alastair Cochrane FRIAS
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© Edmund Summer

City of Glasgow College:
A Fully Collaborative Joint Venture
The working partnership between

students and staff. In every publication

Michael Laird Architects and

the project is credited to two architectural

Edinburgh based, with their respective HQs

practices; Michael Laird and Reaich and Hall.

only 100 yards away from each other. As the

Reiach and Hall Architects has

But how did this collaboration work?

project was based in Glasgow it was decided

generated multi-award winning

The £228m City of Glasgow College’s

that, rather than both practices undertaking

project in Glasgow consists of two projects,

the project from their own offices, the team

Riverside Campus and City Campus, both

should work from a single co-located office

procured through the NPD (Non-Profit

alongside McAlpines and other design

for others to follow perhaps?

Distribution) process; Scotland’s version of

consultants. The first stage of this co-location

Here the Directors most closely

PPP. In this instance it was won by a joint

was in MLA’s office in Edinburgh, but as we

venture led by Sir Robert McAlpine Limited.

progressed through the project our team got

successful results – a model

involved from the respective
practices explain how their coworking has worked.
Since its completion in August 2015 the City
of Glasgow Riverside Campus has won a
number of design awards, been shortlisted
for both the Stirling Prize and the Doolan
and drawn plaudits from fellow architects,
the public and most importantly the College’s
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The project was first tendered in spring
2012 when Michael Laird Architects (MLA)
and Reiach and Hall Architects (R&H) were

MLA and R&H are predominantly

bigger and we had to relocate to Reiach and
Hall’s offices.
The collaborative ethos across the overall

jointly appointed. The two firms had worked

team was so strong that it became badged

together on a bid for the New University

as a single entity; Glasgow Learning Quarter

of Ulster project in Belfast in 2011. That

(GLQ). The combined architectural team

bid was unsuccessful but showed both

became known as GLQ Architects. MLA and

practices that such collaborations could

R&H had previously worked collaboratively

work. The amalgamation of Reiach and Hall’s

with other architects with varying degrees

college experience and MLA’s major project

of success. MLA had designed and delivered

experience was the catalyst for getting

the £350m HQ for RBS at Gogarburn in

together for this project.

Edinburgh with joint venture partners, while

RIAS Quarterly Spring 2017
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Reiach and Hall were jointly commissioned

process when it became clear that GLQ

because there was a very strong willingness to

with another practice for the Edinburgh

Architects were delivering as a single entity.

make it work. Both practices were of a similar

University Department of Informatics.

Proof of its success was that the GLQ team

size, shared the same ethos for work and

Because of this experience it was decided,

were appointed as Preferred Bidder in

design and had a passion to create beautiful

very early in the process, that the best way to

autumn 2012.

yet commercially successful buildings.

work was by creating a seamless team where

At this point the GLQ Architects team

The team worked from a single location

all team members would be affiliated to the

moved to accommodation on site in October

and was made up of highly motivated and

project, not to their own practices.

2012 to begin the delivery of the project.

expert staff with roles equally shared. The

During this stage the leadership of GLQ

work was split up based on expertise, rather

stages, GLQ Architects had equal

Architects transferred from Brendan and

than by practice. Effectively GLQ architects

representation from each practice. The team

Lyle to directors Stuart Watters (MLA) and

operated as a standalone practice for the

was selected on the basis of knowledge and

Angus Wilson (R&H) who guided the projects

duration of the project. The buildings were

expertise with equal numbers from each

through to completion.

designed by the joint team. This created a

At that stage, and in all subsequent

practice in terms of seniority. The MLA/R&H

A team of 16 staff was involved in the

huge sense of ownership in the project, from
day one to completion.

teams were headed by directors; Brendan

delivery of the project. Despite having to

Diamond and Lyle Chrystie. This leadership

work in less auspicious office environments

continued until work eventually started on

than they were used to, the site based team

doubt! Indeed, we are currently looking at

production information. Initially a team of ten

remained constant throughout. A genuine

shared opportunities for education projects

staff were fully involved in the design.

team ethos was created, without which the

around the UK.

At the beginning there seemed to be a
fear among the client’s selection team that a
collaboration between two architects could
not work. This fear was allayed during the

quality of design and delivery would have
been impossible.
All of the above begs the question – why
did it work? To that the simple answer is –

And would we do it again? Without a

Brendan Diamond FRIAS and Lyle Chrystie
FRIAS
Directors at Michael Laird Architects and Reiach
and Hall Architects
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As the building was being
designed, one important
question kept being asked...
...WHO CAN EASE

THE STRESS OF THE
FIRE REGULATION
PROCESS?

Proud Sponsor of
RIAS Convention 2017

SERVICES TO ARCHITECTS
Smoke Control Systems

CFD Modelling

Fire Engineering Solutions

Fire Risk Assessments

Fire Strategies

Fire Safety Design Summary

Bespoke designed systems to prevent the build-up and
spread of hot fire gases and thereby control fire spread.
Bespoke fire engineered designs to meet the
requirements of performance based building codes.
Designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of building
designs in relation to fire safety.

Fire Escape Designs

Demonstrate that all occupants can make a safe escape
in the event of a fire.

The use of computer modelling to predict the movement
of smoke and fire gases within a building.
Provided to architects or project managers as part of the
handing over process for buildings.
Complete the required summary in accordance with
regulation 41 of the Building (Procedure) (Scotland)
Regulations 2004.

Review of Design Fire Safety

Fixed fee review of designs for compliance with building
regulations and fire safety legislation.

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk
www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life
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Cross Party Group

© Keith Hunter

Can Man Plan?
Presentations from Petra Biberbach, who

technologies, community engagement and,

the issue of social cohesion and how a sound,

sat on the Scottish Government’s Review

most importantly, facilitating the Scottish

reformed planning system might contribute

Panel and RTPI Scotland Director, Craig

Government’s ambitious housing targets.

to that. Visually engaging submissions would,

McLaren, set the scene for a lively and

Craig McLaren alluded to the continuing

he felt, enable a much broader community

stimulating evening. Petra emphasised the

frustrations of red tape and bureaucracy

to contribute meaningfully to the planning

care taken over the Planning Review and the

and the tribulations of many players within

process. He emphasised that, while the

consultative nature of the process. In addition

a process where, inevitably, ‘planners

system isn’t broken, it can be improved – an

to the professionals within the planning

plan and others deliver’. Inevitably Craig

area where he feels there is real potential to

system and those affected by it, she focussed

was concerned to emphasise the RTPI

help Scotland deliver on its sizeable promise.

on the role of local community consultations.

perspective. His argument was that the

The lively question and answer session

planning system had become overly focussed

which followed explored a breadth of issues.

planning in Scotland subsequent to the 1947

on minutia and the potential of visionary

In addition to an understandable focus on

Planning Act. The purpose of that Act, she

planning was, consequently diminished. The

specific case lore, other issues which were

explained, was to address issues of squalor

Planning Review, he felt, was an opportunity

explored included the need to refocus

and the health which followed upon the

to put planning ‘front and centre’. If a more

planning on infrastructural ‘bigger picture’

overcrowding issues which affected the

pro-active notion of planning could be

issues.

urban poor in the UK at that time.

pursued this, he felt, could be very good for

Petra gave an outline of the history of

As Petra went on to outline the notion

Scotland.

The Chair of the Group, Linda Fabiani
MSP, then delivered a masterly summing up,

of public consultation became embedded

The Cross Party Group was grateful

laced with her characteristic humour and

in the planning process from the 1970’s on.

that the Minister for Planning, Kevin Stewart

concluding that the meeting had been one

Successive planning legislative reforms have

MSP was able to join the meeting. He was

of the best from this particular Cross Party

flowed since planning became a devolved

refreshingly honest. Mr Stewart emphasised

Group to date.

responsibility. Currently the practical thrust

the crucial role of planning to underpin

of the Planning Review has been around new

Scotland’s economic growth. He also raised

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS Hon FRIBA
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Common Ground
Recently our practice, Page\Park, curated a

another’s work and affording the opportunity

all of its physical indicators – the white

Pecha Kucha event on the theme of ‘cultural

for chance encounters and cross-disciplinary

plastic security portal, the turnstiles, and the

architecture’. The event was organised by

engagement.

convex mirrors in the corners of the rooms.

the arts organisation Taktal and held at the

From the permanent re-use of one

It has replaced this atmosphere of low level

Whisky Bond, a studio complex at Speirs

building to the temporary re-use of another,

paranoia with one in which members are

Wharf, Glasgow. We invited eight arts

the artist Toby Paterson and Jenny Jamieson

trusted and welcomed, even with a cup of

organisations and architects to present their

from Scottish Ensemble gave a presentation

tea.

thoughts on this broad subject in relation

on their 2014 collaboration, ‘20th Century

to their own work. These organisations

Perspectives’, in which visitors were

and moments of art and music, attention

represent a broad spectrum of the arts in

conducted through a series of spaces in the

turned on to the environment in which these

Scotland, in the interest of hearing diverse

Anderston Centre populated by artworks

material and ephemeral phenomena are

views on the subject and the possibility of

by Paterson and groups of performers

designed and considered – the studio. Karen

finding common ground within this wide

from Scottish Ensemble playing an array

Nugent of Page\Park spoke of the painter

theme.

of 20th century classical repertoire, both

Gustave Courbet, who invited the world into

recognisable and obscure. A conventional

his studio, the studio occupying the position

Architects started things off with a

linear programme of music was eschewed in

of a lens or filter through which things pass to

presentation on the new home they have

favour of allowing the audience to wander

be translated into other things – a clear and

built for the National Theatre of Scotland

through the repopulated spaces, allowing

lucid reminder of its role as a place where

(NTS), called Rockvilla, fittingly enough next

chance encounters with the artworks, the

ideas, constraints and wishes are synthesised

door to our host venue. There they have

music, and one another.

into legible artist outputs, be it a painting,

Chris Coleman-Smith of Hoskins

repurposed an existing warehouse, formerly

Re-use was also a prevalent theme in

From a focus on works of architecture

building or any other medium.
The next speaker was Alex Reedijk

a cash-and-carry, to provide NTS with a

the next presentation, on the refurbished

new centralised hub for everything that

home of the Glasgow Woman’s Library, by

of Scottish Opera, who spoke about the

they do. A cultural engine room, the facility

Cathy Houston of Collective Architecture.

transformational project to turn Glasgow’s

is arranged around a social atrium through

Occupying a former public library in

Theatre Royal from a ‘place of mysterious

which each department must pass and

Bridgeton, the Glasgow Woman’s Library

ritual’ to a transparent, democratic institution

from which much that NTS do can be seen,

sought to flip the atmosphere of distrust

and building to welcome all of Glasgow.

necessitating an overall awareness of one

in the existing branch library by removing

As noted by others, theatres and cultural
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institutions hold an important role in an

Wasps described some of the projects

reworking of the economy of the building,

increasingly secular society as places of

in which they have done so in urban

including the outsourcing of the café and bar

common ground and a shared culture around

environments, such as in Glasgow’s Merchant

and the conversion of the streetfront gallery

which people gather. Simultaneously, as

City where Wasps runs two large studio

into a shop.

public space is increasingly privatised and

facilities. As the organisation has grown,

regulated, cultural and public institutions are

Alison explained how it has become more

took place at Speirs Locks, as an area of

an increasingly important provider of it, and

financially resilient, due in part to expanding

Glasgow within a 10-minute walk from

Theatre Royal is now home to a new public

its offer beyond its traditional art base to

the city centre, yet culturally dislocated.

roof terrace in Glasgow, from which it is

include spaces for the creative industries.

It is through the cultural renaissance of

possible to see the Campsie Fells.

This, along with the growth in understanding

this neighbourhood that this area is being

of the creative economy and the role of

reconnected to the city, through projects such

studio as an essential mediator, our next

creative institutions in urban regeneration

as the NTS’s new home in Rockvilla.

speaker was Catrin Kemp of Cove Park, an

and placemaking, is enabling Wasps to

arts organisation located on the Roseneath

effect significant change in the cities and

speakers and discussions, two constants

Peninsula, about one hour down the Clyde

environments in which they work.

stood out. Firstly, the event highlighted the

Returning to the theme of the artist’s

from Glasgow. The organisation runs an

While architects can help provide

It was fitting that the evening’s discussion

Despite the diverse nature of the

role of the creatively empowered individual,

educational outreach programme and hosts

the physical infrastructure for the arts to

working alone or in an organisation, as a

artists residencies; the studios, in their rural

develop, inevitably it is down to artists and

transformational actor in the life of the

setting, afford artists the time and space to

arts organisations to colonise and breathe

city. Secondly the importance of the studio

work individually and as a group to make

life into these static environments, as

environment as a place to synthesise complex

new work and find new ways of working.

described by Francis McKee of the Centre for

issues into clear ideas and material outputs,

As Courbet noted, the artist’s studio is an

Contemporary Arts (CCA), Glasgow. It takes

a synecdoche for the role of the arts, which

essential lens through which we can see

time for the inhabitation and resettling of

help provide meaning through our shared

ourselves re-configured in alternate forms,

new facilities to take effect, and at the CCA

culture; our common ground.

and Cove Park provides environments in

it required the making of the new building

which this can happen.

‘crappier’ – less polished, less nice – for

As Cove Park has added creative vitality
to its rural setting, Alison Fullerton from

people to feel comfortable in it. As well as the
reworking of the building, this required the

Martin Flett
(Event curated by Nicola Walls RIAS and Karen
Nugent RIAS and organised by Taktal)
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RIAS International Convention 2017
‘International Perspectives – Airts and Pairts’
Stirling, May 12th / 13th
Friday 12th May – The Engine Shed,
Forthside Way, Stirling FK8 2BY
This year’s main Convention day will
take place at the Engine Shed, Historic
Environment Scotland’s (HES) brand new
building conservation hub, which is set to
open soon. The Convention is the first major
event to take place in this new venue. We are
very grateful to HES.
The multi-million pound project is
transforming a disused, former military
building in Stirling’s Forthside area, right
across the pedestrian bridge from Stirling
Railway Station. When complete, the new
facility will encourage people to engage with
and explore Scotland’s rich built heritage, as
well as the traditional skills that helped create
it, for themselves.
The Engine Shed sees the bringing
together of cutting-edge conservation
science, digital documentation work and
innovation practices with centuries-old
skills and traditions. It will demonstrate the
important role that both contemporary
and traditional practices play in the future
of building conservation in Scotland and
internationally.
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The new centre will create and deliver

for sensuous knowledge. Petter was the

education resources and training on

designer of the Bergen Pavilion at The

traditional buildings, skills and materials for

Festival of Architecture 2016’s Pop-up Cities

those in the industry. It will also be a fun

Expo last summer (which attracted over

and inspiring space for schools, local people

115,000 visitors in one month).

and visitors to explore their built heritage
through activities, exhibitions, workshops and

Karen Cook AIA

a jam-packed events programme. For more

PLP Architecture

information visit: www.engineshed.org.

Karen Cook is one of the five founding

Among the Friday speakers this year (in
purely alphabetical order) are:

partners of PLP Architecture. Previously
Karen was a partner at KPF, whose London
office she joined at its founding in 1990

Petter Bergerud

and eventually led, along with her other

The University of Bergen / Fortunen AS

PLP partners, until the founding of PLP

Architect, professor at The University

Architecture.

of Bergen and partner in Fortunen AS

Karen’s experience extends throughout

– architecture, landscape and design.

Europe and has been driven by her interest in

Petter has written books and delivered

cultures and languages. Key elements of her

lectures, keynote speeches, workshops and

work focus on environmentally sustainable

exhibitions in Europe, Latin America, Africa

design, aligned to her philosophy of

and Asia. His special fields of interest include

integrating design and technology in making

spatial experiments that have resulted in

better places to work and live.

wooden projects (as will be presented in his

While at KPF, Karen was the designer of

talk), lightweight and tensile structures and

several important office structures. These

amazing ice structures.

include The Pinnacle, the City of London’s

As Petter says: form, composition, light
and material make architecture a framework

tallest building and, in Paris, Tour First (CB31),
the tallest office building in France, whose

RIAS Quarterly Spring 2017

Convention

dynamic new top transforms the skyline of La

new RWTH Aachen University Photonics

the University of Stirling, a member of the

Defense. Her award winning Danube House

Research masterplan in Germany and the

Institute of Historic Building Conservation

in Prague is the first sustainable office building

award-winning Endesa headquarters in

and a trustee of the Scottish Ironwork

in the Czech Republic. Its dramatic interiors

Madrid. Her work focuses on issues of

Foundation and the Stirling Smith Museum

formed part of the setting of the James Bond

density and building types within the design

and Art Gallery.

film Casino Royale. Karen’s work has been

of sustainable cities.

exhibited at the Royal Academy of Arts,
London, and the Pompidou Center, Paris.

Ellen van Loon
OMA

Saturday 13th May – The Stirling
Highland Hotel, Spittal St, Stirling
FK8 1DU

Hugh Dutton Hon FRIAS

Ellen van Loon joined OMA in 1998 and

Hugh Dutton Associates

has led several award-winning building

The Saturday morning Convention speakers

We are delighted that Hugh has agreed to re-

projects that combine sophisticated

will include Sonia Watson, Chief Executive of

visit the RIAS Convention to update us on his

design with precise execution. Some of her

the Stephen Lawrence Trust who will talk us

ever expanding portfolio of work throughout

most significant contributions include the

through some case studies which enabled

the world.

new G-Star Headquarters in Amsterdam

young people to follow their dreams of

Hugh is principal of Hugh Dutton

(2014); De Rotterdam, the largest building

studying architecture. RIAS Honorary Fellow,

Associates (HDA), a design practice began

in the Netherlands (2013); New Court, the

Ian Ritchie CBE will be “in conversation”

in 1995 that combines architecture and

Rothschild Bank headquarters in London

with RIAS Past President, Professor Sir

engineering, based in Paris, specialising in

(2011); exterior and interior design for

James Dunbar-Nasmith on their shared and

glass and lightweight architectural structures.

Maggie’s Centre near Glasgow (2011); the

individual experiences in the fields of theatre

Trained at the Architectural Association,

Prada Transformer pavilion in Seoul (2009);

and auditoria.

Hugh began his professional career with

Casa da Musica in Porto (2005), winner of the

Peter Rice and Ian Ritchie in Paris between

2007 RIBA Award; and the Dutch Embassy in

Sir James Dunbar-Nasmith PPRIAS

1981 until 1992, where Rice had founded RFR,

Berlin (2003), winner of the European Union

At ninety (his birthday was mid-March)

a multi-disciplinary office, as an experiment

Mies van der Rohe award in 2005. Ellen is

James remains a keen and sharp observer of

to consciously muddle the traditional

currently working on the Factory Manchester,

Scottish and international architecture. His

professional barriers in building.

a large performing arts venue for the city; a

own work on two of the best known theatres

new building for Brighton College in England;

in Scotland has created a powerful legacy at

for the Islamic Arts collection in the Louvre,

and the home of the Danish Architecture

both Eden Court, Inverness and at Pitlochry,

Paris, a footbridge for the 2004 Olympic

Center in Copenhagen.

where the Festival Theatre is still the cultural

HDA’s past work includes the new roof

and tourism fulcrum of this special Perthshire

games, superstructures for the existing and
future airport terminals at Incheon, Korea,

Dr David Mitchell

facades at Changi Airport, Singapore, glass

Director of Conservation, Historic

town.
Education at Trinity, Cambridge,

galleries of the Acropolis museum, a climate

Environment Scotland

where lectures by Nikolaus Pevsner and

responsive canopy in fabric and glass for

David has been active in the fields of

Geoffrey Webb were notable highlights, he

improved outdoor comfort in Miami and a

traditional skills and materials, and digital

subsequently attended Edinburgh College

new generation of high tension electricity

documentation for several years, and has

of Art where Alan Reiach was a particularly

pylons in Italy and France. The studio is

a particular interest in industrial heritage

fondly remembered tutor. James initially

particularly active in Asia, with ongoing work

and the Scottish architectural iron founding

worked in the offices of Leslie Grahame

in Hong Kong and mainland China.

industry. Between April 2016 and September

Thomson before entering Robert Matthew’s

2016, he took on the role of acting CEO for

firm in April 1954. He worked alongside Tom

Cristina Garcia

Historic Environment Scotland (HES). David

Spaven, Margaret Little, Margaret Brown

Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates

holds undergraduate and postgraduate

(later Richards) and Graham Law. Among his

Cristina Garcia is a Principal at the

degrees in earth sciences and a PhD in

first projects was Turnhouse Airport.

international architecture practice Kohn

architecture. Before joining the organisation,

In 1957, Dunbar-Nasmith and Graham

Pedersen Fox Associates. Since joining the

he was managing director of a private

Law left the Matthew firm and went into

firm in 1996, she has led large-scale projects

firm of industrial heritage consultants and

partnership in Edinburgh. James was

in the UK, Europe, and Asia, including the

contractors. He is an Honorary Professor at

subsequently Professor of Architecture at
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Edinburgh College of Art where he helped

Ian has chaired international juries

architecture and the built environment. It

establish the school’s excellent conservation

including the Stirling Prize, and has received

is a fitting legacy to Stephen’s memory. The

course and set up the separate School of

two major innovation Awards – Robert

Trust’s current objectives include supporting

Landscape Architecture.

Matthew Commonwealth Award and the

aspiring architects and young people wishing

Académie d’Architecture Grand Silver Medal.

to pursue careers in wider professions by

Nasmith and have been taught by him

He has written several books, and several

providing a programme of bursaries and

commend his fundamental decency, his good

international museums hold his art. His

access to housing and architectural work

humour, his tolerance and his often sparkling

practice has received more than 70 national

opportunity.

wit.

and international awards.

All those who know Sir James Dunbar-

Sonia has been Chief Executive of the
Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust since

Ian Ritchie CBE RA RIBA Hon FRIAS Hon

Sonia Watson Hon FRIBA

2013 and has developed its Building Futures

FAIA

The Stephen Lawrence Trust

Programme, not only to fund the bursaries,

Ian Ritchie Architects

The Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust was

but also to support mentoring, work

Ian Ritchie is director of Ian Ritchie Architects,

set up in 1998 by Stephen’s parents, Doreen

opportunities and affordable accommodation

poet, artist, Fellow Society of Façade

and Neville Lawrence. They wanted to ensure

for students. More important still, is her

Engineering, Royal Academician and member

that future generations of young people

infectious enthusiasm for the project which

of the Akademie der Künste. He is Special

would enjoy the opportunities that were

she shares with all she comes into contact

Visiting Professor at Liverpool University and

denied to Stephen by his senseless murder.

with. In Baroness Doreen Lawrence’s words,

advises The Ove Arup Foundation, Backstage

The Trust has a strong track record

Trust and is a Governor of the RSC.

in delivering bursaries for students in

“Once you have met Sonia you will never
forget her”.

Registers of Scotland
Registers of Scotland (RoS) is the non-

integral part in the eventual registered

with a wide range of architects, developers

ministerial government department

title that the buyer obtains as part of the

and solicitors to assist more than 400

responsible for compiling and maintaining

completion of their property purchase. By

developments through the DPA process.

registers relating to property and other

working together at the earliest possible

legal documents in Scotland. We record and

stage in development we can help ensure

RoS and the products and services we

safeguard the rights of the individual while

the whole process is a more streamlined and

provide, full details are available on our

providing open access to information on the

efficient one for all parties involved.

website at www.ros.gov.uk/services.

registers. We also provide a range of products

Specifically, for architects and developers,

If you would like to know more about

For general queries relating to DPA you
can email one of the team at: dpa@ros.gov.uk.

and services for professionals working in

early engagement directly with our technical

land and property. One such service which

team opens the communication channels

effectively promotes collaboration and

and allows for one-to-one discussions about

information about DPA and how it could

engagement between RoS, developers,

matters relating to topographical surveys,

be embedded within your organisation and

solicitors and architects is Development plan

ordnance survey maps and development

wider networks please contact Carolyn

approval (DPA).

remixing. For example. RoS can also offer

Nickels, TP business unit manager: carolyn.

access to the Land registered title(s) in

nickels@ros.gov.uk. We also have full details

reveals and resolves title extent issues. By

CAD format to help with any extent queries

of specifically how best to present CAD

utilising architect derived CAD data we

and because paper plans don’t have to be

data in the architect’s guidance article which

can significantly reduce the risk of rejected

produced for individual plots, this generates

follows.

development applications by identifying

time and cost savings for architects.

DPA is a free, easy-to-use service which

any potential issues before they become
problematic. Architectural plans play an
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Since its launch in May 2013 we have
successfully collaborated across the sector

If you would like more specific

Carolyn Nickels
Registers of Scotland

Leading Door
Specialists

Manufacturers of:

Timber doors and door sets • Stairs • Furniture • Counters
Mouldings • Wall panels / skirtings / architraves
Gardens that complement Dwellings

ecossedoors
4 MacDowall Street, Paisley PA3 2NB • 0141 840 2266
sales@ecossedoors.co.uk • www.ecossedoors.co.uk

Susan Gallagher BA(Hons) Landscape Architecture

0141 429 6267 | 07985 070433
Fully insured - All work guaranteed

BM TRADA Q-Mark Accredited

HADDEN BUILDS
COMMUNITIES
We have been building communities
as a trusted Main Contractor and
Developer on a broad range of
community based, grant funded,
public buildings since 1992.
Approachable, experienced and
community minded:
Hadden Construction

www.hadden.co.uk

To discuss your next project, contact Stephen Lynas FRIAS
Hadden Construction Ltd
1 Maidenplain Place, Aberuthven, Perthshire, PH3 1EL
slynas@hadden.co.uk 01764 694702
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DECORATORS OF DISTINCTION

Nevin of Edinburgh has been providing the highest
standards of skill, customer service and excellence
since 1977. We are a multi-award winning company
and the decorator of choice for organisations such as
The National Galleries of Scotland, Historic Scotland
and The National Trust for Scotland. We can help you
decorate, renovate and transform the interior and
exterior of your property no matter what the size or
difficulty. We pride ourselves on fine attention to
detail and ensuring of your 100% satisfaction.
Specialists in Microscopy
paint anaylsis, conservation
and restoration

‘Edinburgh City Chambers’

‘The Assembly Room’s, Edinburgh’

‘Taymouth Castle, Kenmore’

Nine times winner of the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year Award
Johnstone’s Supreme Decorator of the Year Award 2010
WorldSkills Double Gold Medal Winner
8 Swanfield, Leith,
www.nevinofedinburgh.co.uk
Edinburgh EH6 5RX enquiries@nevinofedinburgh.co.uk

tel: 01315541711
fax: 01738623228
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Students
As ever this section is replete with riches. However, it is relatively rare that we open up this part of the RIAS Quarterly to individuals
who could not, by any stretch of the imagination, be described as ‘students’ and whose connection with academe is not direct.
The article by George Cummins FRIAS responds to the last issue’s thoughtful piece by Professor Gordon Murray PPRIAS. George’s
article widens the context from education and the architect’s role to planetary considerations – and a challenge to all aspiring architects
and those already within the great profession of architecture. It is an important and thoughtful piece of writing and deserving of a close
reading by all of our Members.

Final Site Model with Dundee Backdrop
© 3Ds Design Den Team
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QUARTERMILE,
EDINBURGH

CDM Support Services
for
Designers / Principal Designers
AN EXPERIENCED HELPING HAND WHEN YOU NEED IT
PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS TO SUIT YOUR CDM REQUIREMENTS

V&A,
DUNDEE

For Further Information contact:
Andrew Leslie FRIAS, RIBA, CMaPS, MInstCS
C-MIST Construction and CDM Division
construction@c-mist.com 0131 451 5253
Heriot-Watt Research Park, Edinburgh EH14 4AP, UK

www.cdm-consultancy.co.uk
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3Ds Design Den
3Ds Design Den is a co-designed installation

shape of 3Ds Design Den, which consists of 3

built environment through doodles and

for the local youth of Dundee in conjunction

‘same but different’ pod-like sculptures, made

sketches. Colour-coded templates of

with the Festival of Architecture 2016. The

of timber, metal and cardboard.

existing architecture found around Dundee

project was managed, organised, designed

All construction took place within the

encourages teamwork and the blank canvas
was filled.

and built by a team of four final year Interior

Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and

and Environmental Design students; Jenna

Design wood workshop, with the invaluable

Cook, Kirsty Arnott, Melissa Mathieson and

assistance of our technician, Malcolm Cheyne.

an interactive and spatial activity with a focus

Laura Davidson.

As a collective; we made use of the facilities

on what feelings and atmospheres associated

and expertise available and built the 3Ds

with the previously mentioned categories. Six

event last October, the Den was host to

Design Den from plywood, cardboard and

colour-coded pegged bases were connected

nine workshops and over 100 visitors.

metal. Following this, on-site installation took

to descriptive words and hooks on the metal

Participants were aged between 3 and 23

place on the University of Dundee campus.

sculpture, quickly developing into a multi-

years old. Nursery children, primary and high

Taking inspiration from the previous drawing

connected colourful story about each category.

school pupils as well as local college and

process, the grass area surrounding the

university students were all welcomed to

structures was “zoned out” using temporary

sculpture allowed further understanding of

learn and express their views about the built

spray paint.

Dundee’s built environment with a focus of

Over the course of the two-week

environment of Dundee.

The three sculptures of 3Ds Design

Secondly – the metal DECIDE sculpture, is

Finally – the cardboard DISCOVER

user ownership. Participants left their mark

Den ran different themed activities:

on the space with personalised colour-

Blairgowrie High School where we delivered

Draw, Decide and Discover. Each zone

coded stickers to express themselves on the

two workshops to a class of art pupils.

encouraged users to adapt different ways

sculpture. Each visitor was also gifted a 3Ds

Service design tools and the introduction

of thinking and expressing their views. To

Design Den frame, to further explore the built

of design thinking led to creative sessions

refine how participants thought about the

environment and document this on social

where key themes emerged. A relaxed, social

built environment, we created and colour-

media.

and playful environment – these became the

coded six categories of architecture. These

foundations for the Den concept.

groupings were: Landmarks, Cultural,

a small closing exhibition was held. Sketch

Following these workshops, we began

Abandoned, Residential, Regeneration and

models, development drawings, a visual

our own design thinking process using sketch

Staple architecture. A booklet was given to

timeline and scale model representations

models and drawing. This, fast-paced, design-

each participant that detailed this and would

were all showcased in a gallery space within

through-making method led to interesting

help them through the 3Ds Design Den.

Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and

The co-design process began at

shapes and forms where we would extract

To start – the timber DRAW sculpture,

themes and elements of models we liked to

complete with gallery space. This creative

further develop. A merge of these models and

drawing space allows visitors to visualise

their drawings formed the angular sculpture

their initial thoughts and ideas on Dundee’s

To celebrate the finale of 3Ds Design Den

Design to tie off a hugely rewarding team
project.

3D Design Den Team
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Saving the ‘Great Big Onion’
Inspired by Professor Gordon Murray’s article in the last RIAS Quarterly (No. 28, pages 58-59) George Cummins
reflects on the crucial role of architects – in the much wider context of the future of our home planet.
“Education for a smarter profession”. I think

organisations to acquire architects’ services

wholly natural process of evolution which has

this is essential, but perhaps for reasons in

without paying for them and without taking

been going on since cave painting and before.

addition to those suggested by Professor

responsibility. The price society has paid is

It is all one biosphere and we have been

Gordon Murray PPRIAS. I’m not an academic

the surge in major public projects running

changing it for as long as we have existed

but I have a career long perspective. I

out of control, inquiries, bitter infighting and

(Ref: The Entropy Law and the Economic

hesitated to offer this piece for publication.

a catalogue of systemic building and project

Problem – Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen). This

Who am I to lecture a whole profession on

failures at a level not previously seen.

is a consequence of human life on earth.

education and constitution?

On the upside however, what delights

The problem, which I believe falls upon

me and gives me confidence in the future

our profession to address, is the transition

climate change, am I a scientist. I readily

is the excellent contemporary architecture

of human endeavour from gross extractive

plead “guilty” to the charge of hypocrisy with

still being built throughout Scotland. Clearly

consumption to symbiosis. This would be

regard to my own style of living with my

many architects still practice as design and

unprecedented. However, it may be our only

diesel car and (relatively) big house! Wouldn’t

project leaders. This is the only way that such

chance to survive. Perhaps the best way to

it be a relief if the climate change deniers

standards can be achieved and maintained.

get perspective on this is to consider the

were right? But it takes very little enquiry

Much of the credit for this has to go to

hubris of the phrase “saving the planet”.

or contemplation to know that humanity is

our Royal Incorporation for its constancy

It is frequently used as a suggestion of an

heading for catastrophe. Because I know it,

throughout the last three decades of chaos.

approach to environmental responsibility.

Nor, in relation to my comments on

I want to open up the debate – I sincerely

I would caution against further pandering

Planet Earth doesn’t need us to save it.

to “the market”. The traditional architects’

It is immensely powerful, beyond our ability

training has always been, first and foremost,

to comprehend. It will live on for another

training could not have been improved upon.

a method of problem solving which could

four or five billion years before the sun turns

Any shortfall in my achievements was due to

be applied to anything. It has also been

supernova and comes to claim it.

my immaturity (starting as a teenager) and

fundamental to address the question of “need

occasional lack of dedication. However it

to build at all” in the briefing stage. I believe

parasites in the goldilocks zone. We are doing

changed me from a naive kid to a competent

there are only two kinds of building – good

nothing more than applying change to the

and effective professional in seven years.

and bad. Trite, I know, but true. The good

biosphere with our cleverness. In doing so,

believe its urgent!
My own architectural education and

We, on the other hand, are mere

comes from years of dedication and training,

we are building a chimera which will vanish

well till, in the early eighties, everything

the bad from short cuts and fragmentation of

with shocking rapidity when Planet Earth

changed with the emergence of “contractor

methods and the client relationship.

finally fails to maintain an environment which

I registered in 1975. All went reasonably

design”; “project management” (as if that

However, there is a far greater call upon

is benign to us. What use then is a driverless

was not a core skill of the architect) and the

our profession which is almost too great in

car in a world which can no longer raise a

catastrophic concept of “working at risk”. My

magnitude to comprehend and so urgent that

harvest? What use is a mobile phone if the

generation gave away everything that had

to speak of it plainly inevitably comes across

atmosphere is no longer breathable? This is

been achieved in our noble profession… since

as hyperbole. We are the environmental

not fanciful. There have been five previous

Brunelleschi perhaps. No wonder we were

profession. Human life is in dire need of

major periods of extinction in the known

“little more than bystanders!”.

guidance on sustainability.

history of life on earth. The sixth may well be

To my mind this was not innovation, it
was simply a series of strategies by client
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All of human existence, all our technology,
urbanisation and scientific development is a

of our own making. So “saving the planet”
actually means saving ourselves.
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Students

We are now completely dependent upon

So where do we go from here? I suggest

The change, which has already begun, is

our technology to survive and I don’t believe

we consolidate all that is good about our

coming from grass roots, which includes our

that it would be possible to live without it.

profession. Maintain the traditional seven

savvy, student architects. (Ref: This Changes

Going back to a more ‘natural’ existence is

year training system. Continue to support

Everything – Naomi Klein).

no longer possible. However our technology

our professional Incorporation vigorously

and engineering must be re-focussed and

as the forum for sharing experience,

the work of Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen.

harnessed to harmonise our existence with

ideas and training. Follow our President’s

He didn’t hold out much hope. It could be

the rest of the environment.

tremendous lead in addressing the situation.

argued that there is no point addressing

Hold standards high in ethics, design and

this issue as we cannot change our nature.

is loss of habitats and biodiversity, pollution,

technology. And never, never give away our

However, notwithstanding the controversy

exhaustion of vital resources such as potable

skills without remuneration.

around Georgescu-Roegen’s “fourth law of

Our problem is not just climate change, it

water, air, soil, accumulation of waste, not to

Working without fees which reflect our

Earlier in this piece I made reference to

thermodynamics” my reference to his work is
by way of a perspective on our existence.

mention increasing dependency on limited

endeavour is grossly unethical. Risk work

elements such as copper, lithium, helium etc.

can only ever be funded from the fees paid

We have to evaluate what is available, do

by other clients (unless the practitioner has

this and let future generations deal with what

we really need it and is there an alternative?

a private income). It follows therefore that

arrives at their feet. However our children

In fact, there is so much to learn, so much

clients are paying for services which are not

will love their children as we love them and

to investigate, so much imagination and

expended on their behalf.

so on down the line to the generation which

I could just complacently forget all about

I know how difficult it is to survive in a

faces the environmental holocaust coming

our profession. Obviously we need experts

world dictated by “the price of everything”.

the other way. Even if climate change were

in each field but it falls to us as architects to

I would not propose that we can determine

not a ‘clear and present danger’, does it not

make a better future for our planet.

our own terms of service if I didn’t think it was

make sense to care for the rest of life on

invention required that this is the hope for

possible. A consolidated, mutually supportive

Earth, learn to live with less materialism and

in existence which does illustrate how

profession with a strong RIAS can hold the

less waste, and design a habitat for ourselves

comfortable such an existence could be. A

lead in the environmental imperative that I

which supports a thriving biosphere and not

barn owl is so named because it has evolved

have outlined. Leadership does not come

a sterile wasteland?

to make use of barns. Swallows nest under

from aggression and dominance. It will come

eaves. Many diverse species of all kinds live in

from our collective enquiring minds, shaped

references for further reading. There are

our gardens or hedge rows. Peregrine falcons

by our powerful training and empowered by

countless more to hand. Alternatively, just

live on high building ledges and pigeons

our imaginations.

watch any television programme by Sir David

Some natural symbiosis is also already

occupy our town squares. Then there are the

If we have the self-confidence, we have

I’ve already mentioned a couple of

Attenborough.
Dear reader, you are an architect, you

less welcome examples such as seagulls on

the means and the expertise to steer our

land fill sites, urban foxes, rats and mice in

civilisation in a more sustainable direction.

understand more about all of this than

grain stores, giving rise to the ignorant term

If we do that, our services will be valuable

anyone else – so let’s work together to sort

‘vermin’. We share this planet with all life and

beyond measure and we will dispense them

out the future we will share with every other

it is not our place to evaluate it comparatively.

on our own terms.

inhabitant of what the song so aptly called

This is expressed by a significantly greater
mind than mine – William Wordsworth:

Change will not come from government

‘this great big onion’!

or big business. Democratic politicians cannot
see beyond their term, dictators cannot see

“Who feels contempt for any living

beyond themselves. Big businesses are, by

thing hath faculties he has never used”

company law, exclusively targeted on selfinterest, whatever activity they undertake.

George Cummins FRIAS
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View of the Kunstgewerbeschule (architect Hermann Baur, 1961), April 2013 © George Dupin
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Dam on the Rhine and hydroelectric power plant (architect Hans Hofmann, 1955), in the background, Roche Building 1, August 2015 © Pierre de Meuron

From Basel – Herzog & de Meuron
Jean-Francois Chevrier
Birkhäuser; £38.00
The Swiss city of Basel is recognised as

as a means to tease out existential truths.

overseas work in the context of their home

a global powerhouse for banking and

Beuys’ performances captivated Herzog & de

town. Chevrier adopts a discursive approach

contemporary art. It is also home to Herzog

Meuron because they challenged rigid social

and roams across an eclectic mix of topics,

& de Meuron, which might well be the most

strictures and offered the promise of a more

including childhood reminiscences, formative

innovative international architecture practice

sensual, open society.

encounters with modern art and their

This new book, from Basel-based

ruminations on participatory democracy. He

competition for the Tate Modern in London

publisher Birkhäuser, fills a temporary

identifies a number of local projects (ranging

proved the turning point for the practice

hiatus in an impressive sequence of sizeable

from austere grain silos to leafy garden

and propelled them to ‘starchitect’ status.

monographs which have documented

suburb housing schemes) which Jacques

Basel’s particular geographical location

the office’s output and act as an evolving

Herzog and Pierre de Meuron admire. Its

(wedged snuggly between Germany and

‘Oeuvre Complete’. The four volumes to date

revealing to see de Meuron’s restoration of

France) engenders an open, multi-lingual,

catalogue key projects, year by year. The next

an early Modernist house (1928) by Hans

international perspective, arguably by default,

edition (tackling the fertile period 2005-07) is

Schmidt for use as his own family home.

but Herzog & de Meuron’s world-wide

expected this summer.

operating today. Established in 1978, the

success is nonetheless remarkable.

Jean-Francois Chevrier is a respected

Although Herzog & de Meuron eschew a
‘house style’ as such, their projects aspire to

Both founding partners are Basel-born

academic and critic who has published widely

geometric clarity possessing both “…simplicity

and studied together at ETH Zurich, where

on a diverse mix of artists and photographers.

and immediacy”. Staff numbers now stand at

they met Aldo Rossi, who proved crucial in

This book sets out to analyse and assess

350 but Herzog remains cautious and warns

their burgeoning appreciation of architecture

the reasons for the practice’s meteoric rise.

that the current “…zeitgeist has arrested any

and its relationship to the city.

He draws on a reservoir of interviews with

willingness to take risks”.

Joseph Beuys was another seminal

Herzog & de Meuron over the past ten years

Chevrier’s thoughtful, judiciously

influence following their visit to his

and takes a more nuanced approach than

illustrated book offers us an intimate glimpse

Düsseldorf studio in 1977. Rossi wrote

much conventional architectural discourse.

into the machinations and minutiae shaping

eloquently on memory as the “…

The book’s notional subtitle: The Local

consciousness of the city”, whereas Beuys

Roots of a Global Studio encapsulates the

used raw materials (such as felt, fat and lead)

author’s goal to frame Herzog & de Meuron’s
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an extraordinary practice.

Mark Cousins RIAS
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Rouge
Michael Kenna
Prestel Publishing; £45.00
The Rouge, Study 55, Dearborn, Michigan, USA. 1994 © Michael Kenna

Rouge stands in contrast to Landscape and

Michael Kenna is a stylist, his aesthetic is

recent decades on the Motor City to the

Industry by Michael Collins, which I reviewed

powerful minimalism. Some of the images

decline and fall of a great Empire. The

a couple of years ago. Collins shoots in

were first published twenty years ago by

predictable footnote to Rouge would be

flat light to make documentary photos of

a small American press: but Rouge is now

its inevitable closure, then demolition: yet

factories; Kenna’s photography also captures

twice the book, including a new essay by

there are still six active factories within the

industrial landscapes, but his approach is

art historian James Steward which sets the

complex, so Kenna’s book shows a living

utterly different.

architecture and photography into context.

organism with ragged edges.

The Rouge of the title is the Ford

Rouge is a coffee table book which

This edition also consists of a series of 100

Motor Company’s River Rouge Complex, in

nocturnes: lights glow, steam and smoke

should find several different audiences:

Dearborn, Michigan. With its own docks,

forms wreathes, and rippled water smooths

architects fascinated by industry, fans of

power station, hospital, fire department and

out like silk.

black-and-white photography, historians

police force plus over 100 miles of internal

Many buildings at The Rouge were

of the motor car and of course aesthetes

rail tracks. The Rouge was a phenomenon.

designed by Albert Kahn, who created many

of decay. As a large format hardback with

Construction began in 1917 and by the time

notable car plants in America and several in

images printed in duotone onto art paper,

it was completed in 1928 it had become the

Europe too, including Arrol-Johnston’s factory

one per page, the book production does

largest factory in the world, employing over

at Heathhall outside Dumfries. Kahn’s Ford

Kenna’s photos justice. The UV varnished red

100,000 people.

assembly plants were regarded in the 1920’s

title on the dustwrap is a nice graphic touch,

and ‘30’s as exemplary: daylight factories

too.

Although photography, much more so

Most of all, it’s fascinating to see

than architecture, is about individual vision,

with generous roof lights which bathed the

Kenna often makes pilgrimages to sites where

production lines in natural light. Sheeler

architecture interpreted by someone with

other photographers have worked. In this

captured them in their glory but decades

such a refined eye for form and tone.

case, Charles Sheeler was commissioned to

later, we’re absorbed by Detroit’s decline.

take a series of photos of The Rouge in 1927

Michael Kenna isn’t alone in being

and Kenna uses these as his starting point.

fascinated by how the city’s fortunes have

Sheeler’s photos show off the modernity of

changed. Eminem’s film Eight Mile, Julien

a new industrial utopia; Kenna’s capture its

Temple’s documentary Requiem for Detroit

grim aftermath.

and several books compare the effect of

Mark Chalmers RIAS
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Conversations with Architects: In the Age of Celebrity
Vladimir Belogolovsky
DOM Publishers; £38.00
The book has a simple premise – to collate

substantially between each conversation.

methodology. Rather something more akin to

a number of interviews undertaken by the

The collation of various subjects side-by-side

a smorgasbord of architectural approaches

author, Vladimir Belogolovsky, over a decade

inevitably draws the reader into performing

from which the reader can pick and choose to

or more with some of the most established

comparative assessments emphasising the

continue exploring.

names in architecture, and perhaps a few

sheer variety and diversity of personality and

you didn’t know. Whilst it may be arranged

approach from each architect. At its best,

back from the interviewer on some of the

around the idea of fame in relation to each

the book produces an insightful, rich and

more questionable statements asserted

personality, the interviews rarely pause long

informed exchange; at its worst, pretentious,

would have made for a more productive

on the topic and thankfully too. Instead, the

narcissistic and hollow.

conversation. With the more temperamental

book contains an immensely interesting and

I particularly enjoyed Alejandro Aravena’s

Occasionally, I felt that more push

subjects I inferred that Belogolovsky

meandering wander through a multitude

chapter with whom the interview predates

complied with certain points, or backed down

of topics relating to, but not solely focused

his Pritzker Prize award. He struck me

from disagreements in order to maintain an

on, architecture and its relationship to

as pragmatic, informed and completely

amenable relationship, at the expense of a

art, economics, society and influence.

frank about the pitfalls of architecture and

penetrating and revealing conversation.

Interviewees include Daniel Libeskind,

academia. He is conversational, but precise in

Norman Foster, Zaha Hadid and Kengo

his criticisms and convincing in his arguments

methodology or lesson to be learned from

Kuma. Perhaps a surprising omission is Rem

of how architecture could and should take a

these accomplished professionals you will

Koolhaas, who is referenced often enough

much more expansive and influential role in

be left disappointed. But that is perhaps the

that you would assume he was co-authoring

helping poor people.

books strongest point. The subjective nature

the book.

I recommend this book whole-

If you are hoping for a singular

of architecture is both its blessing and its

heartedly to my peers as a great device for

curse. It is within this space of subjectivity

heavily determined by the quality of the

questioning ones own assumptions and

that an intelligent, and thoroughly thought

interviewee and how open-minded and

for discovering architects who are similarly

provoking discussion takes place.

willing they are to have a lively discussion.

minded. It is by no means a conclusive

As a result, the quality of the book fluctuates

record of each architect’s world-view or

The strength of each interview is
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The Comfort of the Past: Building in Oxford and Beyond 1815-2015
Steven Pasissien Paul
Holberton Publishing; £40.00
The Tudors revisited_Basil Champneys’s Hall at Mansfield College, begun in 1887 © Chris Andrews

There have been times when Oxford

on a 14th century tomb in Westminster Abbey.

bombastic mixture of Classical, Romanesque

has been called ‘the city of lost causes’ as

Move forward in time to 1854-60 to Exeter

and domestic Tudor styles (all in one

well as ‘the city of dreaming spires,’ but it

College, where Sir George Gilbert Scott’s

building!), notable also for its use of rubble

could also be called ‘the city of misleading

chapel creates a strong sense of French

stone walls that marked the beginning of a

architectural styles.’ For, as Steven Parissien

medievalism – and this is the college attended

move away from Oxford’s traditional ashlar.

shows, it would be possible to take a visitor

by Morris and Burne-Jones, who provided the

with a basic knowledge of Gothic, Palladian,

chapel with stained glass windows

Georgian, Neo Gothic etc. around the city

The middle of the 19th century, of course,

Just before the beginning of the Second
World War, Sir Edwin Lutyens builds Campion
Hall on a cramped corner site. Parissien

and ask him or her to identify the university

was marked by the Gothic Revival, which

considers this splendid edifice ‘one of

buildings that represent these styles. They

followed the repeal of Acts debarring Roman

the most impressive of Britain’s inter-war

could, quite convincingly, be told that many of

Catholics from public office and led to the

buildings.’

them date from the medieval period or Tudor

Oxford Movement that established High

times. In point of fact, they do not.

Anglicism. So Scott’s chapel demonstrated

traditionally minded City of Oxford found

After the war, Parissien says, ‘even the

For, as Britain entered an era of peace

the period’s Neo- Gothic and other versions

it could no longer hold back the tide of

and growing prosperity that followed the end

include Woodward’s Oxford Union of 1856-7

Modernism.’ Among the most successful

of the Napoleonic Wars, though Georgian

and Bodley & Garner’s buildings for Christ

buildings for undergraduates are Michael

and Classical styles were popular in cities as

Church and Magdalen of the 1870-80s. The

Power’s Beehive Block for St John’s of 1958-

far afield as London, Bath, Cheltenham and

high point was William Butterfield’s chapel

59, in which the college drew from its own

Edinburgh, in Oxford the dons in their senior

for Keble College of 1856-7. Its muscular

funds to spend more per room than the

common rooms ‘went to sleep’ architecturally.

and visually strong polychomy in red brick

University Grants Committee would provide;

And, when they woke up, they preferred the

probably made sure that Butterfield was

Alice and Peter Smithson’s Garden Building of

styles of the late medieval and Tudor periods

never employed in Oxford again!

1968-70 for St Hilda’s; David Roberts’ Kenyon

as they sought comfort in the past they knew.

The end of the 19th century, when

Building of 1964-66 for St Hugh’s; and Richard

They then employed local architects (and

dons were at last allowed to marry, marked

MacCormac’s Garden Quad of 1993-94 for

builders) who were amenable to their wishes,

the beginning of house building along

St John’s. Plus, of course, Arne Jacobsen’s

rather than the leading architects of the day.

the Woodstock and Banbury Roads, both

rigorously Modernist St Catherine’s College

One of the buildings – though of an

distinguished for their large, Neo Gothic

of 1960-62.
Beautifully written and lavishly illustrated,

earlier date – that demonstrates this is

houses, many since converted for institutional

University College’s Gothic Hall, built in

use. There was also the resurrection

The Comfort of the Past also considers the

1766 at the behest of the architect-don, Sir

of Baroque, most notably in Sir Arthur

influence of Oxford on country houses in the

Roger Newdigate. Its tracery around the

Blomfield’s Talbot Building, built in brick in

area and on architecture in America.

chimneypiece showing Alfred the Great

1910 for Lady Margaret Hall and Herbert

(allegedly the founder of the college) is based

Baker’s Rhodes House of 1926-29. This is a

Richard Carr Hon FRIAS
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Fire Station no. 4, Columbus, IN, Model Photo by George Pohl, 1966 © The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania

The Difficult Whole, A Reference Book on Robert Venturi, John Rauch and Denise Scott Brown
Edited and with contributions by Kersten Geers, Jelena Pančevac, and Andrea Zanderigo
Park Books; £25.00

This well-crafted reference book sets out to

words, the projects are allowed to speak for

the written works of Venturi but it also works

compare the main arguments put forward by

themselves.

as an introduction to these ideas especially as

Robert Venturi in his famous written ‘gentle

The beautiful coloured perspectives

contained in the first edition of ‘Complexity

manifesto’ Complexity and Contradiction in

which are both used as an introduction and

and Contradiction…’. It lay around our studio

Architecture with the actual built work of the

as the culmination to the written sections of

back in the late 60’s and early 70’s almost as

architectural practices that he headed up

the book, act as a visual cushion to it, inviting

if it were a reference book. It certainly was

between 1959 and 1989.

the reader into and out of these academic,

of its time. Pop art, the first flush of Post

potentially dry, main sections. Kept to a

Modernism and the rekindling of interest in

the plethora of critical appraisals aimed at

fulsome minimum these three main written

so called decoration through the works of

Venturi’s seminal publication in that although

sections display and discuss the arguments

CRM, these and more were the topics of the

originating from an academic source, Ecole

around the continuing relevance of Venturi’s

day.

Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne, it deals

written work as well as the ideas contained in

with its subject matter in a most open and

his ‘Difficult Whole’ work.

It is a welcome and useful addition to

readable way.

At the same time, the book sets out

Perhaps to work as a reference book
this volume needs to be published not as a
hardback to be bought, flicked through and

pointers worthy of much further discussion

placed on a library shelf by grey bearded

on this topic (come to think of it – most

and isn’t above presenting some of these

architects but published as a student edition,

architectural writing) it uses a minimum of

pointers in an amusing way. This certainly

i.e. a cheap paperback costing approximately

obtuse language relying more on ‘straight

happens in the ’19 Observations’ section

the price of three pints! Then it would

talking’ to develop its arguments. This is

which comes after the meat of the book

potentially reach an audience who might

enhanced by the way it is designed. It uses

i.e. the images of the 28 projects. Even the

make use of its knowledgeable contents

carefully precise words but relies heavily on

text which accompanies these projects

to understand the pluralism and confusion

an explanation of the arguments through the

is exemplar in being of precise objective

which developed from and after the Modern

main part of the book which is a series of

narrative which is used to simply amplify the

Movement and by doing so reach a position

beautifully presented architectural images.

reading of the projects, allowing the reader

of confidence in producing their own ‘Difficult

These are not eye wash but consist of

to explore them without wading through any

Whole’.

plans, sections and elevations backed up by

accompanying baggage of subjective rhetoric.

Unlike most wordy books or articles

photographs of models and context and even
in some projects large scale details. In other
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The book certainly makes most sense if
the reader has a reasonable understanding of

Alexander Page RIAS
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Neural Architects: The Sainsbury Wellcome Centre From Idea To Reality
Georgina Ferry
Unicorn; £30.00

The term ‘intelligent building’ has been

‘…take us further towards unravelling

detail. The illustrations, both drawings and

sufficiently overused in recent years and

the brain’s mysteries.’

photography, map the process of its creation

too frequently applied to buildings that

The project was funded, with

and reflect upon the expertise it now houses.

seem anything but, to have become almost
a linguistic redundancy. However a building
to house and embrace intelligence and those
possessed of a high order of that most
valuable of commodities – is something else.
Ian Ritchie Architects’ Sainsbury
Wellcome Centre is a building which both
houses and embodies intelligence. It is also
a facility which, arguably more than any
other recent architectural endeavour, has
the potential to contribute to work which
will improve the human condition. Ideally
all buildings should improve the lives of
those who live, work or play in them. In
fact, that might be a suitable alternative way
of describing the architect’s task and, by
association, the responsibility of their clients.
However, by any standard the Sainsbury
Wellcome Centre is particularly special.

characteristic foresight, by the Gatsby
Charitable Foundation which served,
effectively as co-funder. This new, splendid,
but subtly understated, edifice is without
question one of the most significant
interventions to London’s dense urban
weave and weft in decades. Lord Sainsbury,
in his own foreword, puts himself into the
proverbial shoes of ‘a young neuroscientist
today’ and comments that he feels he would

The brilliance of the Sainsbury Wellcome
Centre has already been recognised in two
top European awards. It is a new London
landmark to be sought out amid the weave
of Fitzrovia and admired from both afar
and closer to. This is a building of world
importance – well reflected in a beautiful
book.

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS Hon FRIBA

enjoy the welcome of Wellcome’s new
building and that it should,
‘very effectively meet the complex

Very Special Reader Offer

and demanding standards of the

First 20 Applicants Only

neuroscientists and, therefore

The first 20 purchases of Neural Architects

significantly increase their creativity
and productivity’.
He also quite rightly heaps special

will each receive an original, limited
edition, A4 sized Ian Ritchie Print. From
an edition of 50, Ian has kindly given the

This extraordinary building houses what

praise on his wife Susie Sainsbury - who

RIAS a number of these elegant, abstract

the former Chair of the Wellcome Trust, Sir

was particularly close to this project at every

reflections on the Sainsbury Wellcome

William Castell, describes in his foreword as,

stage.

Centre.

‘A dedicated hub focused purely on
fundamental brain research’
which has the potential to

At nearly 200 pages, Georgina Ferry’s

The book is £30 - please contact

beautifully designed book (designer

Bookshop@rias.org.uk (0131 229 7545) to

Kathrin Jacobsen) describes the gestation

secure your copy.

and evolution of the building in exacting
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CPD: Access all Areas

This RIBA accredited CPD from Bilco UK provides
an in-depth view on safety, good practice and
specification considerations wherever access is
needed in the building envelope.
By attending the CPD, you will gain a better
understanding of the following:

•

How to design safe access to the roof

•

Which type of ladders or stairways are the most appropriate

•

How to move around the roof safely, navigate obstructions,

•

The connections between hatches, ladders and the roof systems

•

Natural smoke ventilation systems and their potential for use

•

Floor door specification and the right questions to be asked

for different hatches and access requirements
and how to create a safe escape route

as either access or ventilation
to allow you to specify correctly

To find out more or to arrange a CPD session at your practice,
call us on 01284 701696.

Contact Bilco UK for further details on 01284 701696 or visit our website at www.bilcouk.com
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Technical
The latest news and information from RIAS Practice

If you have issues you would
like to discuss please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice
0131 229 7545
mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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Practice Update
Practice

Planning Update

Chartered Practice/
Practice Services 2017

Practice Essentials –
Guidance for architects

Flood Protection
Scheme: Process and
Checklist

The Spring 2017 edition of RIAS

On 22 March 2017 Practice

The Planning and Architecture

The RIAS has been contacted by

Practice Information has just

Services organised a CPD

Division of the Scottish

Scottish Water to publicise their

been published. There is still time

afternoon for practitioners

Government has been working

forthcoming forums taking place

to contact us to avoid missing

focused on three key areas of

on maps and checklists to assist

at a variety of locations around

out on important information. If

practice. The first part covered

authorities when submitting

Scotland.

you would like to receive Practice

the appropriate use of standard

cases to Scottish Ministers.

Information 2017 on paper in a

forms of appointments, the

Process maps and checklists

engage with members of the

folder please let us know as soon

do’s and don’ts of dealing

have been developed to clarify

RIAS. Architects have reported

as possible. The Practice team is

with contractors, clients and

the information required, on

difficulties and delays in dealing

always available to deal with any

other consultants and making

the date of receipt, to make

with Scottish Water. A detailed

issues that you may have.

effective fee arrangements. The

a decision. To date they have

report was submitted to RIAS

second part concentrated on

process maps and checklists

Council in March 2016.

Building Contracts insurance

for Notification of Applications,

and the selection of appropriate

Stopping Up Orders,

that they were keen to engage

insurance, joint names policies

Compulsory Purchase Orders

early with architects, hear their

and contractors’ insurance. After

and Flood Protection Schemes.

issues, gather vital feedback

the break, the recent changes

They are available to download

and ultimately work together

in the Scottish Minor Works

from:

to enable the growth of

2016 were examined, with an

www.gov.scot/Topics/

Scottish Water 2017
Forums – They Need to
Hear From You

Scottish Water is keen to

Scottish Water has indicated

Scotland. The RIAS would like

emphasis on the role of the

BuiltEnvironment/planning/

to support this initiative. This

Contract Administrator.

DevelopmentManagement/

will provide an opportunity

Planning-Decisions/checklists

to network with the people

Practices should note that

involved in the new connection

all the topics covered will be the

If you need to submit any

subject of Practice Notes which

other type of case please contact

process. You will receive

will be published in Practice

the Scottish Government

personal communications

Information throughout the next

Planning and Architecture

on topics such as application

few months. Chartered Practices

Division on planning.decisions@

form requirements, surface

will be able to access them on

gov.scot

water policy etc. and have the

the Practice Services website.

opportunity to shape the agenda
and pose questions to their
technical panel.
If you are involved in the
new connection process please
join the mailing list by emailing
developmentservicesevents@
scottishwater.co.uk. This is an
opportunity to have your say,
please take it!

General enquiries

Accreditation

Maryse Richardson

Elaine Dobie

Senior Manager: Practice

Practice Administrator

0131 229 7545

0131 229 7545

mrichardson@rias.org.uk

edobie@rias.org.uk
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Planning Update

Review of Planning – Scottish Government Review of the Planning System
building more homes and

aspirations being subjected to a

Government published a

delivering infrastructure;

process, which falls well short of

consultation on the future

we need more high quality

acceptable.

of planning in Scotland. The

homes and create better

consultation paper Places,

places where people can live

the RIAS members’ experience

people and planning set out 20

happy, healthy lives,

and shared by other agents from

In January 2017 the Scottish

proposals for change which

3.

4. stronger leadership and

The views which came from

related professions can be set

aimed to strengthen the planning

smarter resourcing, to be

system and support sustainable

achieved through a reduction

economic growth across the

of bureaucracy and

•

it is not a fair process,

country. The proposals build

improvement of resources;

•

there is no opportunity to

on the recommendations of

to achieve that there will be a

say anything to support

the independent review of the

removal of processes, which

proposals and refute factual

planning system.

do not add value.

The consultation closed on
Tuesday 4 April 2017.
Hugh Crawford, RIAS

The consultation document

out as follows:
Places, people
and planning
A consultation on the future
of the Scottish planning system

errors,
•

invited responses on 20
proposals for improving the

Planning and Architecture Division
The Scottish Government

•

there is no feeling of natural

to ask what we can do to make

justice,

it better. Clearly, there needs to

it feels one sided, loaded

be training for members both in

in favour of the local

procedures and in the process

authorities,

of reasoning. As Architects, we

it is not an even handed

also note the lack of design

Planning Committee Convener

planning system; the questions

writes: The Planning Review

were set out under the four

is running its course and for

areas of proposed change. For

those consulted, it is working

such an important exercise the

appraisal and examination

training for those who seek to

its way towards the assembly,

Scottish Government has been

of the issues, as a Reporter

make aesthetic judgements.

preparation and submission

consulting with all relevant

would do,

To improve the perception of

of responses to the Scottish

parties, to draw in the expected

planners tend to rely on their

independence, much could

Government. The Consultation

variety of opinion, and produce

own photos and labour their

be done by neighbouring

Document on the Future of the

a document which takes account

own descriptions,

local authorities, to provide

Scottish planning system was

of all the main players and many

not all the councillors

reciprocally, independent

issued in January, under the title

more besides.

appointed to the panel

support staff to take technical

attend site visits,

issues out of the local planning

to demerit months of careful

department.

of Places, people and planning

•

•

•

Of particular concern to

and sets out four main areas of

Agents, is the working of Local

change:

Review Bodies (LRB’s) and the

professional work takes

clear intention that they should

local authority planners only

community of providers and

making plans for the

play a fuller role in the Planning

minutes,

users of the system, contributing

future, to inspire and

System proposed in the Review.

panel members are ill

to the Review process, can make

lead by simplifying and

The RIAS conducted a survey

informed, out of their depth

it measure up to the targets set

strengthening development

of members in 2013, to call for

and unprepared,

in the Scottish Government’s

planning,

opinion on LRB’s and drew

panel members have often

consultation document.

1.

•

•

•

together a picture of contented

made up their minds before

empowered to have more

councils, administering a system

they started, or are steered

influence in the future of

in a way which suited them

by a dominant chairperson.

their places, through fuller

best, but which drew the wrath

involvement,

and frustration of practitioners

2. people should be

A sensitive, well informed

It appears that LRBs will be a

who are having to stand by

feature of the appeal system for

and watch their clients’ best

some time to come and we have
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Contracts Update

New Contract
Administration Forms

SBCC Minor Works
2016: Guidance on key
changes

Minor Works Contracts
Checklists

Commissioning and
Testing
A bill to reform contract law
on third party rights has been

MW/Scot

Minor Works Building Contract
for use in Scotland
2016 Edition

MW/Scot
or
MWD/Scot

MWD/Scot

introduced to Parliament. The
Contract (Third Party Rights)

Minor Works Building Contract
with contractor’s design

(Scotland) Bill will bring the

for use in Scotland

law up-to-date and ensure it

2016 Edition

is flexible and fit for purpose.
This is the first time third party

RIAS Contract Administration

rights – a right a person has

Practical Completion
Certificate

under a contract they are not
the party to – will be provided
for in legislation which applies
generally to all types of contract.
Provisions include:
•

setting out when someone

Contract Administration Forms

Important updated guidance

Checklists are available for both

for Minor Works 2016 are now

has been issued to Contract

the Minor Works Contract 2016

available to download exclusively

Administrators on changes to the

and the Minor Works Contract

for Chartered Practices. Make

SBCC Minor Works 2016. The

with Contractor’s Design 2016

sure you use the correct suite

RIAS advice is contained in the

and can be downloaded free of

the same remedies as a

when administering a building

following Practice Notes:

charge from the SBCC website.

contracting party (subject to

who is not party to a contract
gets third party rights,
•

providing third parties with

exceptions),

contract.
•

FI1631 SBCC Minor Works
2016: Guidance on key
changes,

•

FI171 Issue of payment

Minor Works Contract 2016
Checklist
www.sbcconline.com/images/
mw_2016_user_checklist.pdf

notices: timetable for Minor
Works 2016.

Minor Works Contract with
Contractor’s Design 2016
Checklist
www.sbcconline.com/images/
mwd_2016_user_checklist.pdf

•

setting out when third party
rights can be modified or
cancelled,

•

enabling third parties
to access arbitration to
resolve disputes in certain
circumstances.
The Bill implements

recommendations from the
Scottish Law Commission on this
area of contract law, replacing
the existing common law with
a clearer and more usable
statutory regime.
There are many reasons for
third party rights to be created
and these apply to individuals as
much as to business.
The Bill can be viewed at
www.parliament.scot.
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General Practice

Historic Environment

Preparing for BIM –
Network – Free to Join

Supplier Development
Programme Scotland

RIAS Conservation CPD
Seminar

Practices are reminded that

As featured in the Practice

The 2017 RIAS Conservation

harling, including specification

the Construction Scotland

Bulletin the Supplier

CPD Seminar will take place on

advice and guidance on the

Innovation Centre, supported

Development Programme offers

the afternoon of Wednesday

causes of failure. Our final

by Scottish Enterprise and in

expert procurement training,

31 May 2017, at the Story-telling

speaker will show us how 3D

partnership with the Scottish

support and information to help

Centre in Edinburgh, from 13.00

laser scanning is being used to

Futures Trust, BIM Region

you win public sector contracts

for 13.30 and will finish by 17.00.

inform the restoration of the

Scotland and the Scottish BIM

to grow your business. They

Topics will include conservation

Glasgow School of Art.

Suppliers Group initiated a

already have many events in

work at the Capitol, Washington

Further details, the

network to help SME’s keep

their calendar for 2017. Please

DC, and the Scottish architectural

programme and booking form

up to date with free training

visit their website to see the full

legacy in India.

will be circulated in due course.

opportunities, the latest BIM

programme. www.sdpscotland.

guidance, best practice and case

co.uk/events-training/

The technical components
of the event will include climate

Please keep this important CPD
date free!

change adaptation for traditional

studies.
To join the network and for

buildings, interpreting thermal

further information, visit www.

imaging and advice on working

cs-ic.org/innovationcentre/skills/

with lime for pointing and

bim/

SECC, Glasgow – 20 and 21 May 2017
We’ve once again teamed up with the organisers of The Scottish

home, whether building from scratch, undertaking a major extension,

Homebuilding & Renovating Show to giveaway a pair of tickets (worth

converting or remodelling or just keen to integrate the latest technology.

£24) to every RIAS member.

It will be packed full of informative features, hundreds of plots and

The show, back at the SECC, Glasgow on 20 – 21 May, is Scotland’s

renovation opportunities and thousands of products and services from

only dedicated consumer exhibition for self-builders, home renovators

over 140 exhibitors ranging from heating, ventilation, insulation to Eco

and improvers. It’s popular with both consumers and professionals

homes, home automation and timber frame structures.

who want to check out the latest products and hear about a range of

Experts will be on hand to provide free guidance and support for

innovative solutions which can improve profitability, whilst managing

every project from first home alterations to a full scale self-build, at 32

projects efficiently.

free seminars and masterclasses as well as the Ask the Architects and

The Show is the ultimate event to help visitors create a dream

The Advice Centre advice areas.

To claim your free tickets simply register at: www.homebuildingshow.co.uk/pr1
Saturday 10am – 5pm; Sunday 10am – 4.30pm. For more information call +44 844 858 6754 or visit glasgow.homebuildingshow.co.uk
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Tax-Business-Accounts
With decades of experience

Building Better Businesses

uncommon for those supervising the projects

of working with architecture

In recent years there has been a market-

– the senior architects themselves – to accept

driven shift in how professional service firms,

minor ad-hoc changes without factoring in

clients, Johnston Carmichael has

including architects and surveyors, charge for

the implications for the cost budget. The

developed a deep understanding

their services. Gone are the days of variable

client may be delighted with the end result

fees based on an hourly rate, determined by

but these are far from successful projects if

the seniority of the person doing the work.

they end up losing money for the firm.

of the challenges and

The new norm is providing fixed fee quotes

There are a number of steps that

opportunities facing the industry.

for each project, with the risk of time and cost

architects should take to avoid these

Alistair Black, Head of Consulting

over-run borne by the firm rather than the

pitfalls. Greater emphasis must be placed

client. This trend, which has been accelerating

on active project management, ensuring

at the accountancy practice and

since the 2008 economic downturn in the

each assignment is well planned before

construction sector, requires a complete

committing to resourcing and timescales. It

business advisor provides a

rethink of the current business model

is equally important to track costs against

operated by many architects if they are to

progress during the project. Firms need to

remain profitable.

ensure they have systems in place to provide

blueprint for how architects can
design better business practices.

Due to the creative nature and technical

date management information. Early warning

tendency to allow the design process to take

signs that a project is no longer on track can

priority over commercial discipline. While

then be quickly identified and action taken.

every firm strives to provide the best possible
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project managers with accurate and up-to-

expertise of architects there can be a

Good project management skills are

service, the key to succeeding in the world of

also essential, and forward-thinking firms

fixed fee assignments is being more focused

are investing in training for their delivery

on delivering within the agreed budgetary

teams to help in this regard. Reviewing

constraints. In our experience it is not

internal processes and systems to identify

RIAS Quarterly Spring 2017

Business

any opportunities for eradicating waste are

as a firm is appointed by a new client or to

and most importantly, improve profitability.

also worthwhile; correcting errors arising

undertake an assignment. Are the terms of

We can provide a range of services tailored

through miscommunication drive up cost but

business clear, especially payment terms? Is

to each business, from implementation of a

don’t add value to the project. Developing

there provision for regular interim billing? We

project management and control framework,

a continuous improvement culture,

have seen situations where the level of work-

designing robust credit control processes,

empowering staff to challenge how things are

in-progress being carried by professional

providing real time management information,

done and constantly looking for simple, low-

service firms is equivalent to four months’

and a fully-outsourced book-keeping and

cost solutions will help firms protect margins

revenue. That would put cash strains on any

accounting service.

and generate greater profits.

business.

Closely linked to this is the need to have

Having an effective credit control process

As well as direct consultation services,
Johnston Carmichael provides more general

an effective and efficient way of recording

is essential, yet many firms do not give this

support and insight for clients. We regularly

time against projects. From freelance sole-

the required attention. We often see a rush

write and publish insights into key events,

traders and smaller firms through to larger

to collect fees at the financial year end with

announcements and legislation that could

practices, having a disciplined approach to

firms offering clients additional discounts

affect your business.

time recording is essential not only in the

to encourage payment, only for the credit

While spending on construction and

cost management of current projects, it also

control situation to deteriorate again when

professional services is growing it remains at

provides a great reference point when pricing

the new year starts. Having an inconsistent

a lower rate than before the 2008 recession.

and quoting for new work. Similarly, if there

approach is more likely to damage client

Generally, clients are looking to spend less

is no baseline data, how can a firm measure

relations than one which is consistently and

while receiving the same or higher levels

the impact of any process improvements that

fairly applied. Remember the job isn’t finished

of service. So your firm will have to work

they make?

until the money is in the bank!

smarter to ensure its survival – it seems that,

Another challenge faced by consultancies,

Johnston Carmichael help professional

like it or not, this is the way ahead.

particularly smaller firms and sole-traders

service firms review and improve their

delivering fixed fee projects, is managing cash

business processes and cash-flow systems

Alistair Black

flow. Good cash management starts as soon

to minimise inefficiencies, reduce write-offs,

Head of Consulting, Johnston Carmichael
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Location: Perth College
Products: Colinwell EchoCheck
& Acousta Tex
Colour: Sandstone
Architect: Keppie Design Ltd

The most effective sound absorbing
Acoustic Masonry Block on the market

Helmholtz resonator
Acoustic pad

Dovetail shape slots
efficiently convey sound
to the resonator
Blocks are manufactured from specially
selected sound porous aggregates using
65% recycled secondary aggregate content

colinwell.com
37 Colinglen Road
Dunmurry
Belfast
BT17 0LP

Tel 028 9061 8145
Fax 028 9062 4240
Email info@colinwell.com

If a job’s
worth doing,
it’s worth
doing ...
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CAD

Before (above) and After (opposite)
© Registers of Scotland

Registers of Scotland
When constructing the drawing, we

We first launched the free Development Plan

As we use AutoCAD and are relating this to

Approval (DPA) service in 2013. To date the

the OS map, we look for the CAD data to be

look for consideration to be given to the

service has been a huge success, helping over

submitted in DWG format and aligned to the

underlying Land Register title from which

400 developments go to plan. Designed for

British National Grid (OSGB 1936).

you are generating your development. It

In the CAD data itself we look to extract

use by a range of stakeholders, DPA benefits

is paramount that the drawing is checked

solicitors, developers, and there are also a

and import the cadastral map information,

against the legal entitlement. If it conflicts

number of key benefits for architects:

which is pertinent to the registration process.

with the Land Register title the plan will be

•

DPA provides certainty that the layout

The fundamental elements we look to

automatically rejected at registration stage.

plan you produce falls within the

capture as part of the DPA process are:

registered title,

•

development boundary,

ahead of submitting an application for DPA,

DPA offers significant time and money

•

legal boundaries of house/flats,

we offer a DWG version of the registered

savings as there is no need to produce

•

plot numbers,

extent that can be imported by architects,

paper plans for individual plots,

•

parking spaces,

which can be used as a direct overlay with

you can request access to the Land

•

common paths/drives,

the development and highlight any areas of

registered title(s) in CAD format to help

•

open spaces,

concern which can be remedied prior to a

with any extent queries.

•

service strips,

registration event taking place.

From a technical perspective, the first

•

wayleaves,

•

substations/gas governors.

plan approval contact carolyn.nickels@ros.

The images and descriptions (above)

gov.uk or visit www.ros.gov.uk.

•

•

step to achieving DPA lies in the CAD data.
A team of highly skilled individuals use
AutoCAD to analyse and relate the CAD data

show how we manage the layer properties

to the Ordnance Survey (OS) map which

within the CAD data to extract the

forms the base map to the cadastral map.

appropriate information.

To assist with any title extent queries

For more information on Development

Carolyn Nickels
TP business unit manager, Registers of Scotland
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Insurance
Tackling Social Engineering Fraud
What is Social Engineering?

be in line with the company’s processes and

“Social engineering fraud” refers to a variety

procedures.

Appropriate crime insurance can protect
businesses from the financial consequences

Many insurers require the completion of

of social engineering fraud. It should reflect

and manipulate victims into voluntarily

supplemental applications or questionnaires

the different techniques used by fraudsters

performing actions which result in them

regarding internal business systems and

to perpetrate their fraud, and in the event of

giving out confidential information or

controls, which can be both arduous and

a loss, provide cover for the costs of verifying

transferring funds. Techniques vary and can

time-consuming for insurance buyers.

and preparing appropriate documentation to

include: emails which purport to be sent

Coverage available for social engineering can

prove it.

from employees, vendors, clients, customers,

vary from company to company. Coverage is

or other organisations; phone calls, text

often broader for those businesses that can

messages, or even leaving a malware-

demonstrate that they have robust systems

infected USB stick lying around an office for

and controls in place to prevent attacks by

an unsuspecting employee to then use.

fraudsters.

of techniques used by fraudsters to deceive

social media and intercepted correspondence
in order to appear convincing and
trustworthy while perpetrating the fraud.
The often complex nature of these schemes
makes it extremely difficult to identify the
fraud before it is too late. Victims range from
small businesses to large organisations,
across many industries and geographies. The
fraudsters are not selective and will often
adopt a scattergun approach to see what
response they can get from a fraudulent
communication.

Do Traditional Crime Policies Adequately
Address the Exposures?
Whether or not traditional crime insurance
policies provide cover for this type of loss
is not always clear. The policy wording may
not be broad enough to encompass all of the
ways a fraudster could persuade a company
to transfer funds.
In order to address social engineering
exposures, some insurers offer coverage
by way of a specific extension. These are
often not fit for purpose, as they may not
address all of the ways that a fraud can be
perpetrated. They may include a requirement
for a specific verification process to be
completed in relation to communications
the company may receive, which may not

Recommendations and Solutions
1. Review systems and controls
Having robust IT security, policies and
procedures plays an important part in
preventing and managing social engineering
frauds, and can include:
•

a multi-level authentication and
verification process,

•

appropriate access controls,

•

employee fraud awareness training.
When a fraud loss does occur, responding

effectively is critical. This ensures that the
situation is appropriately managed and that
the impact to the business is mitigated.

an “all-risks” definition of fraud/crime to
encompass social engineering loss,

•

no requirement for prior verification of
sender of correspondence,

•

Fraudsters aim to piece together
information from various sources, such as

Key coverage/terms should include:
•

cover for the cost of assessing and
quantifying a loss,

•

no “voluntary transfer” exclusion,

•

no continuing condition precedents or
systems of checks for coverage to apply.
Commercial organisations are just as

at risk as large financial institutions, such
as banks, when it comes to attacks by
fraudsters. Insurance can be an important
line of defence in protecting the assets of
a business in the event a fraud. The cover
should be fit for purpose and respond to a
wide range of techniques that fraudsters use
when carrying out social engineering attacks.
Businesses that are able to demonstrate
robust controls and procedures are more
likely to obtain favourable terms from
insurers.

2. Crime Insurance
Even if your business has the most robust
systems and controls in place aimed at
preventing social engineering fraud, it is still
extremely difficult to prevent attacks. This
is because fraudsters are often extremely
successful in circumventing internal
procedures by demonstrating a sophisticated

Grant Lister
Client Executive, Finpro, Marsh Limited
At RIASIS we pride ourselves in providing a
market leading policy wording, an integral
support service and fast turnover of
documentation. For further information,
please contact:

knowledge of them. They specifically use
social engineering techniques to target
employees within a business and use them
obtain the information they require. The

RIAS Insurance Services
Orchard Brae House

consequences of which can be financially

30 Queensferry Road

devastating.

Edinburgh eh4 2hs
Telephone 0131 311 413
Fax 0131 311 4280
david.bathgate@marsh.com
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Finance

Don’t Get Left Behind by Inheritance Tax Changes
The Incorporation’s previous

“ But I don’t know how much I need to

Financial Planning arm, RIAS PFS

my life in comfort.”

has now merged with Tilney. If

“ What about if I need long-term care?

you, your office or any of your

“ I don’t like the idea of my children being

advice on pensions, taxation,

would you like the option to access the
money in an emergency?

•

would you instead prefer to provide gifts
for specific areas, such as a house deposit

How do I pay for it?”

colleagues require financial
investment management etc.

•

have saved in order to live the rest of

or school fees?
•

would you prefer to leave everything

given the money outright. I may not

when you die, rather than making gifts

approve of what they spend it on.”

during your lifetime?

This conversation about Inheritance Tax

The key to a successful estate planning

can quickly escalate into a discussion of your

strategy is to understand what is most

please consider Tilney – and use

wider long-term financial plan. If you don’t

important to you when it comes to your

have a financial plan it is almost impossible

family and the future. Only by understanding

the reference ‘RIAS’.

to do anything meaningful to manage

this can your financial planner best advise

Inheritance Tax – but people often find this

on the right combination of gifts, trusts,

out when it’s too late.

investments and insurance to make sure you

Inheritance Tax is one of the most

achieve your goals for leaving a legacy.

controversial taxes levied on the British
public. To some it represents the
redistribution of wealth and the creation of

Inheritance Tax as Part of Your Financial
Plan

a more equal society. To others it is a further

Your financial planner will begin by using

tax on money carefully saved during a lifetime

cashflow modelling to establish whether you

of work – and taxes paid.

have enough money to live the life you want
in future. This focuses on how much income

Conversations about Inheritance Tax

you will need and any expected inflows (such

As a financial planner Inheritance Tax planning

as downsizing your house) to forecast your

is one of my most sought-after areas of

finances. It is the basis for all future planning

advice. 2015’s pension rule changes, which

and is crucial to your long-term financial

allowed pensions to be passed on to loved

wellbeing.

ones tax-free, prompted many to review
their existing arrangements. In addition, we

Graham Macleod
Chartered Financial Planner, Tilney

To book a free, no-obligation consultation
please contact Graham on 0141 227 8018 or
at Graham.MacLeod@Tilney.co.uk quoting
‘RIAS’.
Tilney is the RIAS Financial Advisory partner
(successor to RIAS PFS). It is an award

are likely to see a similar peak in interest

Do you want to leave a legacy? And if
so – how?

winning financial planning and investment

following this April’s introduction of the new

Once we know whether you have enough

Residence Nil Rate Band (RNRB), which is

years. Tilney looks after more than £20 billion

savings to live comfortably, we can consider

set to reduce the Inheritance Tax liability for

on behalf of its clients, and offers investment

your legacy. At this point we would discuss

individuals who qualify.

management, investment advisory and

your estate planning wishes in more detail:

financial planning services.

•

how do you feel about making outright

Prevailing tax rates and relief are dependent

gifts to your children or grandchildren?

upon your individual circumstances and are

do you want to keep control over how

subject to change.

What can start as a narrow conversation
around Inheritance Tax and legislation
changes often broadens quite dramatically.
After all, the easiest way to avoid it is to give
away all of your savings.

•

company with a heritage of more than 180

they spend the money?
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Trump Turnberry Ballroom Extension Ceiling installed by Reproduction Plaster Company

Plaster Company Ltd

www.reproplaster.co.uk | Tel: 0141 776 1112
Visit our showroom at Period House, 5 Campsie Road, Kirkintilloch g66 1sl

Scotland’s leading experts in cornice and ornate plasterwork
Experts in the repair of all ornamental plasterwork · Comprehensive product range also available
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Balivanich Water Tower
(Part of Building Our Islands Exhibition)
© John Mayer

Chapters
The latest news from your local Chapter
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Aberdeen
© David Barbour

This is my last report as President of the Aberdeen Society of
Architects. What an adventure it has been. Although I feel ready to
pass on the baton to our Vice President David Chouman inevitably
it is a bittersweet occasion. When I set out on this journey two years
seemed like such a long period of time, ample to achieve all I set out
to. Time flies when you’re having fun as they say. It has genuinely been
a fun, challenging, rewarding and very worthwhile experience. Of
course, this is not the end and I hope to continue to be involved in the
Chapter Council.
When I moved to Aberdeen from Edinburgh in 2013 I arrived not
knowing anyone, having moved here solely for work. The Aberdeen
Society of Architects offered me the opportunity to meet fellow
Professionals, make new friends and generally settle into life in
Aberdeen my new home. I started attending monthly Council meetings
at Mackay Ramsay Taylor’s office when my predecessor Bruce Ballance
was chair. It is Bruce I have to thank for encouraging my involvement.
Of course, getting involved with committees and associations
takes time and effort but I have always found that, like everything in
life, you get out what you put in. Involvement in the ASA has afforded

The Gables Stonehaven by Hyve Architects

me many opportunities to grow professionally, meet new people and
develop new skills. I hope my experience will encourage others to get

Education

involved.

Commendation – Midmill School, Aberdeenshire Council.

For me the highlight of the past two years was the flurry of
excitement around the Festival of Architecture 2016. Although fading
into a distant memory now, it represented what we the ASA have
to offer the wider community and vice versa. We have established a
legacy committee which I hope will continue to look outwards to the
arts and cultural activities within Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire.
More recently efforts have been focused on the build up to our
biggest annul event, our Dinner and Design Awards which was held
on Friday 10th March in the Rox Hotel, Aberdeen. Entries to this
year’s awards saw entry numbers double and it certainly proved to
be a case of high quality to match increased quantity. We’ve been
working hard to develop our awards, encouraging practices to enter
as we are all aware of the high quality architecture being created

Residential
Award – Student Accommodation at 2 Powis Place by Carson &
Partners; Award – The Gables, Stonehaven by HYVE Architects; Award
– West Haugh Cottage by ABN7 Architects; High Commendation –
Forbes Place, Dandara; Commendation – Causeway End Student
Housing, Acanthus DF Architects.

‘Wood for Good’ Award
Award – Baldarroch Chapel & Crematorium by WCP Architects;
Commendation – Midmill School, Aberdeenshire Council;
Commendation – West Haugh Cottage by ABN7 Architects.

across Aberdeenshire. We would like to congratulate all those whose
projects that were recognised by the judges and shortlisted, awarded

Project of the Year

a commendation and of course those who won awards in the various

The Rowett Institute of Nutrition and Health by Halliday Fraser Munro

categories.
The winning projects were as follows:

Thank you again to our generous sponsors for the event The
Balmoral Group, Hutcheon Services and McLeod+Aitken.

Public Realm & Landscape
Award – Baldarroch Chapel & Crematorium by WCP Architects; Award
– The Rowett Institute of Nutrition and Health by Halliday Fraser
Munro.

Commercial
Award – SengS Subsea Engineering Solutions, Ellon, by Sutherland & Co.
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For the final time I would like to take this opportunity to thank
both ASA Council and members of the wider Chapter for their support
over the past two years and wish my successor all the very best of
luck. I am very grateful to have had the opportunity to Chair this
Society. Thank you.

Catherine Cope RIAS
President ASA
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Dundee

Studioshaw’s winning scheme for the Seabraes Yard design competition

FOA2016 Crazy Golf Community Unity
amongst the many exhibits at West Ward Works

© Studioshaw

© Christine Palmer

This will be my last Quarterly Report as I step down as President at the

in Dundee. 17 teams entered and the DIA awarded cash prizes to four

DIA AGM at the end of March. It’s been incredibly busy two years but

teams – congratulations to Team 3 (Philip Chen, Fiona Wang, and

very productive and thoroughly enjoyable. Apart from dotting some

Mona Zhao), Team 4 (Muhammad Waie Hazwan, Mood Nur Rasul,

i’s and crossing some t’s, our FoA2016 activities are now complete. We

Muhammad Haziq, and Maizatul Aisah), Team 5 (Amy Schofield, Sarah

were proud to have the Festival Finale in Dundee and the wonderful

Shannon, Eilish Camplisson, and Isabelle Jescher), and Team 14 (Samuel

exhibition representing everyone’s efforts at West Ward Works.

Ho, Adrian Tomaszewski, Mahlon Asante, Ross Boyter, and Nikolas

Our touring Crazy Golf course has found a permanent home at
Drumoig Golf Centre (on the main road between the Tay Bridge and St

Gravos).
The DIA Annual Quiz took place at The Fort Hotel, Broughty

Andrews), the winners of our Enlightened Dundee competition have

Ferry at the end of November. Thanks to all those who joined in and

been presented with their prize of a trip to Harry Potter World and

congratulations to the winning team ‘The Three Amigos and Rodger’

our Seabraes Yard competition has been judged and the prize money

(Joe Narsapur, Neil Cruickshank, Grace Rome and Rodger Brunton).

awarded. This ideas competition, run in partnership with Scottish

As I step down as President I’d like to take this opportunity to

Enterprise, sought proposals for a new facility (building and/or open

thank everyone for their support. I honestly believe that our efforts

space) for children and young people at the Digital Media Park by

over the last couple of years have raised the profile of architects and

Dundee’s railway station.

architecture in the region. This was demonstrated by my inclusion at

The competition attracted entries from far and wide, the winning
design was by StudioShaw architects who designed an Interactive
Hub to ‘capitalise on the city’s thriving creative industries and also

number 45 in the Courier’s Impact 100, listing the people who’ve made
a difference over the last year.
I’ll be continuing to serve on DIA Council and would like to thank

create a fun and dynamic space to host activities such as drone racing

my fellow Council members who all put in a great deal of time and

and outdoor digital theatre’. Runners up included Michael Findlater of

effort – if you’d like to be involved please get in touch. And rest

Notio Studio and Ryan McLeod of Slurpp’s joint proposal for an all-

assured that while we’re assuming 2017 won’t be quite as frantic we

terrain Wiffle Golf course and Ian White Associates’ Warp Weft Park,

won’t be resting on our laurels – keep an eye out for all the latest

an outdoor activity park, including zip wires and pump (bike) track

news, including the CPD programme, by email and on social media.

drawing inspiration from Dundee’s textile heritage.
DIA was also pleased to again judge the group work competition
which saw teams of students challenged to design a new ‘spire’ to

Christine Palmer FRIAS

complete the composition of Logie and St John’s Cross Parish Church

President DIA
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Edinburgh

My penultimate missive as EAA President is an ideal opportunity to

recently, reviewing archived documents, I came across an article from

recap, to assess and to look forward. Since taking over in 2015, the

the RIBA Journal, setting out ‘indicative hourly rates’ for the profession

Festival of Architecture 2016 was beginning to build. It flowered into

in 1998.

a year-long celebration of Innovation, Architecture and Design which

To many Architects, this will make for sobering reading, given that

showcased much of the best that Scotland offers in Architecture. Due

in these 20 years, the cost of living shown by the UK consumer price

to the creativity and dedication of a huge group of people around

index, has increased significantly.

the country, not least in Edinburgh, it has been a great success. As

As a profession, we are faced with a choice. Either to allow

always, after such events the ‘legacy’ issue is to the fore. The idea of

downward pressure on remuneration to continue while the cost of

an Edinburgh Architecture week each year* has been proposed and

living climbs ever upwards, perhaps risking the viability of architecture

met with support. A week in September has been suggested and the

as a career option, or, to allow the standards of performance and

logistics are being explored.

service by architects to ‘relax’ parallel to the fee remuneration

This summer also sees, to the delight of EAA Council, the return
of an EAA Council meeting being hosted by Borders Architects Group
(BAG).
2017 is in addition, the 250th Anniversary of the James Craig plan

descending – in effect to relax the ARB standards. This is of course
unlikely to find official favour.
A third alternative is for public and private clients and society
to recognise that the role of the architect is vital to the delivery of

for Edinburgh New Town, drawings for which were painstakingly

safe and beautiful buildings and spaces and to safeguard the role of

restored in 2011 for display. Arranging for a display of these valuable

architects in design and construction, even only to safeguard against

and fascinating historical items is being pursued.

poor quality construction.

In other news... the last two years have seen architecture in the

This option represents a plea for traditional procurement

news for a variety of reasons, including the ongoing debate over the

practices, with the role of the architect as designer, project manager,

Royal High School.

contract administrator, and inspector central to procurement.

Some issues engage society at large. One of these was the

Commensurate with a restored role is a requirement for the

Edinburgh Schools, the official Inquiry report for which has very

necessary resource. As we stand, with the ink hardly dry on the Cole

recently been released. In his report, Mr John Cole addresses

Report, it is plain that a lack of overall effective coordination and

inadequacies in construction quality within new schools. The

control of process in procurement of buildings carries dangers. To omit

underlying issues are probably familiar to many architects who have

the profession from the process saves money, nor, it seems benefits

seen public building procurement change out of all recognition within

anyone.

the last thirty years. To many practising architects reading this, the
reduction in the role of the architect in construction specification,

(* Would fit nicely with the RIAS Festival month in September each year

monitoring, and inspection will not seem unrelated.

– ed.)

The pressures on professionalism, and the architectural profession
in particular, continue to be debated too. The high standards of
performance required by the ARB are agreed as necessary for the
protection of the public and for the good of society as a whole. Yet
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Donald Canavan FRIAS
President EAA
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Glasgow

A-Space GIA Award winners exhibition at Strathclyde University

GIA Council tour of the Saunders Centre at Glasgow Academy

After the frantic furore of last year’s Festival of Architecture it’s great

happening in the reinstatement. The analysis, synthesis and proposed

to have a quiet time to reboot and plan for the coming year. We have

execution of the works that are planned are a great academic study as

not engaged in many events since the winter break but are now

well as looking to faithfully restore what is arguably Glasgow’s greatest

looking to organise our annual lecture and AGM which we are hoping

building.

to co-host with Strathclyde University Architecture Department.

Obviously the greatest shock was walking into the library space

The theme that we are developing for this looks to contribute in

which instead of being dark, intimate and brimming with complexity

progressing their agenda promoting ‘Women in Architecture’. The GIA

was a lofty double height space, devoid of intricacy and flooded with

is looking forward to continuing to grow our relationship with both of

light. The restoration of the building will be an incredible feat. It is great

Glasgow’s architecture schools this year.

to see this underway.

The GIA Council finished off 2016 with our last meeting being held

We are now in to the bicentenary year of the birth of one of the

in an award winning building. The Saunders Centre at the Glasgow

GIA’s founders Alexander Thomson. I am privileged to be part of

Academy not only won a GIA Education Award, the GIA Wood for

the judging panel for the Alexander Thomson Society’s Double Villa

Good Award but also the Doolan Prize. The meeting was held in the

Competition which is one of many events that the Society has planned

heart of the Page\Park designed building, in its timber clad, elliptical

for this year (see www.alexanderthomsonsociety.org.uk for more

auditorium with the council members sitting in the audience and

details). The GIA ConSus and Education Committees are also currently

myself, as chair, precariously perched on a small child’s seat on the

formulating events to complement those run by the ATS which we

stage, appearing strangely oversized in comparison to the furniture.

hope to announce at our AGM.

After the meeting we were treated to a tour of the whole building

One thing that looks to be certain is the brewing of a third batch of

before joining Past Presidents and guests for an end of year toast and

the GIA IPA. This consignment, rather than having labels displaying the

a sigh of relief that a frenzied but enjoyable year of activity was over.

6 Architects that were voted by the chapter members for the FoA, will

In November I was invited by the Architecture Department of

exclusively have that of Thomson. The GIA is also pleased to provide

Strathclyde University to attend the launch of the A_SPACE exhibition

sponsorship to the Scottish Civic Trust’s My Place Photography

which displayed the Strathclyde GIA Student Award winners’ work.

Competition. This is a heritage photographic competition for young

Seeing all of the projects edited and curated into one space was

people of school age in Scotland. The winners will be announced on

fantastic. The students’ enthusiasm was evident and spilled out into

23rd March at the Lighthouse in Glasgow with an exhibition of the

the aftershow party where the last bottles of the GIA IPA, specially

entries on display after.

brewed for the Festival, were quickly polished off.
At the start of December I also had an opportunity to visit
Mackintosh’s Art School. I have heard several talks on what was

Tim Gray RIAS
President GIA
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Inverness

Temple Cafe, Northton (Part of Building Our Island Exhibition)
© John Mayer

By the time this is published, I will have completed my short stint

The support of the RIAS was greatly appreciated during our

as Chapter President on the second-time round and would like to

Convention in November and after several false starts, we are looking

share a few reflections. 2016 was a massive year for the RIAS and

forward to a visit to Stornoway and Inverness by RIBA President, Jane

the Highlands and Islands Chapter with the Festival of Architecture

Duncan in June 2017. I have been impressed over the years by Jane’s

and our own Convention and it gave an impetus for several Chapter

determination to look after small practices, and it has been suggested

initiatives going forward we looked to develop the legacy of these:

that we look at the structure and content of the RIBA’s Guerrilla
workshops as a guide for our November CPD.

1.

Catriona Hill’s Architectural Guide opened up the North Coast 500

The bulk of Chapter members are in small practices. Chapter

Tourist Route and we would like to look to assist in reprinting in

responsibilities risk being all consuming and the past year brought

the future.

home to Council the need to work as a team and share the tasks.
Looking ahead, we have our own CPD day in November 2017 and our

2. SketchIness was a simply fun day which we look to continue and,

Convention the following year. Details are scant but we have looked at

combining urban sketching with Doors Open Day, to open all

learning from last year’s Convention and part funding an administrator

types and ages of eyes to our architectural heritage.

to assist. Remoteness from the central belt and the associated costs
restrict our access to centralised CPD. Should we would look to offer

3.

The Western Isles Groups Building our Islands is about to brighten

that service on behalf of the RIAS? That is probably a debate for my

up the Western Isles with a potential book of photographs by John

successor.

Mayer.

When I became President first time round, John Loud our then
treasurer, but Past President, Secretary, probably everything else as

4. Building our Islands and Frozen Music have both left legacies and

well as adviser to young architects, reminded me that my practice was

materials for development with schools for use by teachers or

my livelihood and not to let the Chapter take over. Sadly John passed

architects to explain our architectural heritage.

away recently. It has been a juggling act at times, but I hope he would
have been proud of what we have provided for our members over the

5.

In parallel to this, Callum MacLean and John Duncan are working

past year.

away to develop the Inverness Architectural Guide, a long-awaited
edition to the RIAS’ Guides series.

Les Hutt FRIAS
President IAA Highlands & Islands Chapter
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Stirling

Maggies Centre by Garbers and James

Life in the Chapter has calmed down somewhat after the demands

going out of business during the construction process. Contractor

of last year’s Festival of Architecture. Being the smallest Chapter of

Sir Robert McAlpine picked up the pieces and are leading the build

the RIAS, the events we organised and implemented were pretty

to a much anticipated opening in the near future. A recent Chapter

demanding but ultimately a great success. With our AGM fast

site visit revealed the high level of craftsmanship required to realise

approaching the hunt for a new President to succeed Ryan Marshall

the architects’ vision. Based on the concept of a boathouse, the

is on. Volunteers two paces forward, that chain of office is looking for

interior spaces and detail flow from inside to outside. Rightly, when

new neck to hang around.

complete, this building will no doubt receive extensive coverage in

Award winning local ARKA practice founder Adam Toleman has

the architectural press and will likely appear on award list shortlists.

recently completed his new family residence on a tight site overlooking

Make a note to check out this new Maggie’s during a stroll round the

the Forth and Clyde Canal. The four-storey tower house packs a lot of

walkway network, which winds through the hospital grounds.

accommodation into the small footprint and the usual ARKA hallmark

Lastly a little gem of a glass box pokes up above the Victorian

of thoughtfully executed internal and external details makes for an

villas in the upper part of the spa town of Bridge of Allan. Alterations

impressive build. Toleman, presently studying for a Masters in Zero

to and this top floor look addition were carried out by Moray practice

Carbon building, has incorporated energy saving features throughout

Leslie Hunter. The frameless glazing creates a modern intervention

and will be losing no sleep worrying about future electricity and gas

with no disturbance to the original house. Seen from Abercrombie

bills. The facing brick and render exterior finishes sit comfortably

Drive below the viewer can only be curious as to the views, which

beside their large Edwardian stone clad neighbours. Well worth a visit

are available from this lookout perch, out over Stirling Castle and the

if you are in the area.

Carse beyond, all the way up to Ben Lomond.

The latest Scottish Maggie’s centre by London based Garbers and

With a new Stirling President, a possible visit to the Glasgow

James is nearing completion at Forth Valley Hospital. A beautifully

School of Art restoration and important CPD sessions in the pipeline,

crafted building, it sits beside a small lochan within the grounds of the

the year ahead looks to be an interesting one for our Chapter

hospital and although only a few minutes’ walk from the main hospital

members.

building, its tranquil location provides the perfect setting for patients
and families for time out, fellowship and support.
The project has had a tortuous gestation with a change of
architect, the initial main contractor and a critical fit out contractor

Tommy Thomson RIAS
Acting President SSA
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President’s Diary
december
12

RGU School Visit with RIAS Education Convenor, A Gordon
Smith, and RIAS Secretary / Aberdeen

14

Strathclyde School Visit with RIAS Education Convenor, A
Gordon Smith, and RIAS Secretary / Glasgow

14

GSA School Visit with RIAS Education Convenor, A Gordon
Smith, and RIAS Secretary / Glasgow

january
18

Lunch Meeting with Barry White and Peter Reekie of Scottish
Futures Trust and RIAS Secretary / Edinburgh

24

RIAS Fellows’ Reception / Saunders Centre, Glasgow

25+26 Procurement Review Workshops / Edinburgh
26

Dundee School Visit with RIAS Education Convenor, A Gordon
Smith, and RIAS Secretary / Dundee

february
08

Met with Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Tourism and External
Affairs, Fiona Hyslop / Edinburgh

08

Met with Jacqueline Ridges, National Galleries of Scotland /
Edinburgh

23

Met with Karen Anderson (Chair) and Jim MacDonald (Chief
Executive) of A&DS and the Secretary / Edinburgh

march
01+02 Procurement Review Workshops / Edinburgh
10

Filmed interview for Robert Gordon University / Edinburgh

10

Visits to Reiach and Hall, Hoskins and Collective to discuss
procurement

15

RIAS Council / Edinburgh

15

RIAS Fellows’ Dinner / Apex Waterloo, Edinburgh

20

Considerate Constructors Event / Edinburgh

30

The Tomb Exhibition Opening Reception / National Museums of
Scotland, Edinburgh
Willie Watt PRIAS at Fellows Reception
© Malcolm Cochrane

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary & Treasurer’s Office
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Chartered Architect
Council Report
Council adopted the Management Accounts

Strategy. Website, Communications and

for session 2017-2020 (please contact

up to the end of December 2016, showing

Social Media Strategies were also approved.

Carol-Ann.Hildersley@rias.org.uk if you are

a net deficit of £93,385 – an overall adverse
variance of £40,436 on the budgeted deficit
£52,949. This deficit is addressed by the
Incorporation’s 2015 surplus (£80,000) with
the remaining minimal deficit (c. £13k) very
comfortably accommodated within the
contingency of £100,000 agreed by Council
in December 2013. Council also adopted the

Council noted that the Festival of
Architecture 2016 achieved all its goals and

interested).
Council approved the proposal that the

greatly surpassed many. All the RIAS Chapters

Incorporation could lend its support to the

engaged in Festival activity with enthusiasm.

Stephen Lawrence Trust. This would be a

The ‘out-turn’ is 1.45million+ discrete visitors/

positive and supportive gesture – wholly in

participants in Festival exhibitions and

keeping with the RIAS’ ethos and mission.

events, 120+ partner organisations engaged

Council agreed to the revised mechanism

in Festival activity, virtually every part of

for the Design Tutor Award. The cycle of

Scotland participated with many communities

the Award would be extended to allow for

hosting mini-festivals of their own,

a refreshing of candidates. Entry criteria will

with 6 deaths, 3 removals, 18 resignations,

comprehensive print and broadcast media

stipulate that past interviewees would be

12 transfers to Retired, 3 reinstatements,

coverage was achieved and an overall gain of

ineligible for the next cycle.

44 elections to Student Membership, 41

£8.8m to Scotland’s economy. The approach

elections to Membership, 10 nominations to

for the month-long Festival of Architecture in

following numerous complaints from

Fellowship and 4 nominations to Honorary

September each year was also approved.

Members regarding Building Control delays.

Fellowship. Membership numbers are well

The extensive coverage following the

over 5200, the highest they’ve been at any

Cole Inquiry was reported. Council approved

the basis of a submission to COSLA, the

point in the RIAS’ 101 year history. Council

the ongoing strategy of communications

Scottish Local Authorities and Government.

agreed a special Fellowship for Ian Stuart

and Government liaison, post Cole. A small

Campbell recognising his achievements and

working group was proposed for the drafting

by Council, with around 37 significant articles/

contributions as an architect.

of guidance notes.

interviews since December.

Draft Budget for 2017, indicating an overall
net surplus of £9,213.
The Membership Report was noted,

Council supported the proposed
research and content for the RIAS’ 2017-2022

Nominations are sought for four
Nationally Elected Members to RIAS Council

Council noted the report produced

The report highlights key issues and will form

The Incorporation’s media log was noted

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary & Treasurer’s Office

New Membership Category– Associate Class
RIAS Associate membership is free to all

category. Please note as an Associate you are

our Chartered Members that the suffix they

graduates of architecture in the UK who have

not entitled to use a suffix.

should be using is ‘RIAS’, not ‘ARIAS’.

completed Part II and are working towards

The term ‘Associate’ was previously used

If you have any questions or would like

Part III. This category is open to all graduates

as a membership category in relation to our

more information in relation to this new

who have been registered at one of the

Chartered Members. This was scrapped

category, please contact Charlene.rankin@

Scottish schools of architecture or are living

in 2009 to avoid confusion with the RIBA

rias.org.uk.

and working in Scotland.

membership class of the same name, which

If you are currently an RIAS Student
member but have graduated, please contact
Charlene.rankin@rias.org.uk to change

was applies (for a fee) to post Part II.
This new ‘Associate’ category does not
permit the use of a suffix. We would remind

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS Consultancy
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Membership Report
The following deaths were reported
with regret:

Transfers to Retired Membership
approved:

Elections to Student Membership:
Samuel Thomas Alexander

John David Taylor Cowling frias

Alison Blamire rias

Irynna Binti Annuar

Tam Dalyell hon frias

Joy Elizabeth Crooks rias

Kitty Byrne

Robert (Robin) Weir Donald rias

Dennis Fortune rias

Mutsa Chinembiri

Allan Kirkland rias

Alexander Houston rias

Liam D Cooke

James Logan Robb frias

Liliane Marcelle McGeoch rias

Jessica Gaudi Cowan

Tom McKay frias

Harry McNab rias

Roisin Crawley

Graham Crichton McWiggan rias

Aleksandra Czekaj

Resignations reported:
Adrian Harvey Boot
Robert Bunworth
Kelvin Watt Donaldson
Matthew Fan
Siobhain Forde
George Brown Duncan Gilbert
Terence Hughes
Kathryn Jane Lee
Peter Henrick Magnus
Rowan Maclachan
Paul Mann
Mark James McConechy
Alyssa Mort
Kaatje Van De Paer
Frank Robertson
Amie Jane Routledge
David Andrew Smith
William Hunter Watson

Removals reported:
Eva Krisilia
Robert William Black
Frank Crichton Wood

John Gerrard Richards rias
Iain Gordon Skinner rias
Trevor William Smith rias
Andrew Squire rias
Ian Alistair Stewart rias

Transfers to Retired Fellowship
approved:
James Douglas Brown frias
Douglas Thomson Forrest frias
Brian Alexander Park frias
Wiliam Charles Strong frias

Reinstatements to full Membership:
Alexander Duncan C Collin rias riba
David George Findlay rias riba
Gavin Lloyd rias riba

Elections to Associate Membership:
Hiba Alkhalaf
Michael Baxter
Christopher George Caird
James Moray Cumming
Nick Cunningham
Edward Fisher
Callum Joss
Fergus Low
Corraib Mac Caba
Aden Paterson
Matthew Paton
David Wiliam Peoples
Matthew Reilly
Iain Thomson
William Joseph John Whiter
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Jonathan Doig
Valentin Dolhan
Fredrik Frendin
Subashini S Ganandran
Christopher George
Sonia Alai Mariam Gerawat
Tan Fing Yi Gillian
Angus Grant
Nayeem Hassan
Rebecca Hodalova
Jonas Hoiness
Ewan Hooper
Chuyun Huang
Amibloa Oluwadamilola Ibukun
Will Judge
Olympia Katsarou
Ranee Marya Lactao
Cho Woon Lau
Nicholas Leigh
William MacDonald
Afton Montgomery
Serene Nemer
Vivien Wan Ting Neoh
Daniel David Henry O’Neill
Cecile Ngoc Suong Perdu
Alejandro Moreno Rangel
Siripat Rojnirun
Divya Vijay Shah
Leonie Maitland Smith
Matthew Allan Smith
Alexander Templeton
Timothy Khoo Terk-Jie
David Wearden
Ingrid Wennemo
Robert Lewis Wightman
Lyle Stephen Prentice Worgan
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Chartered Architect

Elections to Chartered Membership:

Elections to Fellowship

Siti Khairena Ahmad-Sean rias riba

Russell Kirkpatrick Baxter frias riba

Penelopi Zoi Antoniou rias riba

Donald Canavan frias riba

Gordon Brown rias riba

Alastair Cochrane frias riba

Alexander James Patrick Cameron rias riba

Kevin Taylor Cooper frias riba

John Ferguson rias

Calum MacCalman frias riba

Ross Kieran Fox rias riba

Liliane Marcelle McGeoch frias

Robert Peter Bryant Harvey rias riba

Christine Palmer frias riba

Victoria Hazell rias riba

Alexander Samuel Reith frias riba

Warwick Heavon-Jones rias

James Gordon Roy frias riba

Joanne Hemmings rias

David Stephen frias riba

Gary Hogg rias riba
Morris Jeffery Hume rias riba
Graeme Mark Kyle rias riba
Lauren Rebecca Li Porter rias riba
Alexander Martinez-Masey rias riba
Iain Masterman rias riba
Emma McDermott rias riba
Brian Peter McGinlay rias riba
Alison McKerracher rias
Anna E McTaggart rias riba
Steven Milford rias riba

RIAS Membership Categories

RIAS Chapters

Associate

Aberdeen

Graduates/ pre-part III

Dundee

Lilija Oblecova rias riba

Affiliate
Interest in architectural profession

Edinburgh

Lucy O’Connor rias riba
Eimear O’Riordan rias riba

Students

Martin G A Pollock rias riba

Student of architecture

James Nicol rias riba
Phillip Obayda rias riba

David Thomas Patrick Ralph rias riba
Bari Reid rias
James Michael Robertson rias

Chartered
Fully qualified ARB Registered architects

Mohammad Ali Siddique rias riba

Fellow

Donald Simpson rias riba

Highest level of RIAS Membership

Gary Tynan rias riba
Alexandros Veloudis rias riba

Stirling
Outwith

Architects working in full time education

Robbie Sholdis rias riba

Adrian Smith rias riba

Inverness

Academic

Stuart William Scott rias riba

Daniel Shanahan rias

Glasgow

Hon Fellow
Person of distinction nominated by the
Incorporation’s members

Benjamin Watson rias riba

Retired

Kirsty Wilson rias

Retired from architecture and employment

Christopher Wotherspoon rias riba

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS Consultancy
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Honorary Fellowships

© Malcolm Cochrane

Dr Donnie Munro

Dr Donnie Munro will be known to

duties very seriously. In 1991, in one of the

Donnie Munro’s endeavours around

most through his international music

most talked about gigs in Scottish musical

architecture and the built environment have

career. However the breadth of his

lore, the band performed to an audience

also been substantial and significant. In

other achievements in academe,

of 50,000 on the banks of Loch Lomond at

April 2008 one of Donnie’s major projects

politics, journalism, applied art and as an

Balloch Castle. The band also undertook a

at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig come to fruition, with

ambassador for Scottish and Gaelic culture is

mammoth tour of both Europe and Scotland.

the opening of “Fàs” the new £8m Centre for

extraordinary. He is truly a Renaissance man –

Donnie left Runrig in 1997 to pursue a career

Creative and Cultural Industries. This is the

indeed a one man Scottish Renaissance.

in politics. The seat he stood for as Labour

latest phase in the development of Sabhal

candidate went to the late Charles Kennedy.

Mòr and a hugely important development

In 1999, with help from Chris Harley,

in the cultural life of Scotland. He has also

Donnie was born in 1953 in Uig on the Isle
of Skye. He was brought up in Portree as well
as spending time on his grandparents’ croft.

Donnie recorded his first solo album, “On

overseen the development of Kilbeg Village –

the West Side”. Tours in Scotland and Europe

the first new ‘planned’ village on Skye in more

in Aberdeen, before moving on to Moray

followed, as did a further batch of CDs.

than 100 years.

House in Edinburgh, where he attended a

“Gaelic Heart” is an album of his favourite

post-graduate teaching course. Donnie would

Gaelic songs.

Donnie went to Gray’s School of Art

Donnie has given distinguished service
on numerous charity and arts boards. His

return home to the Isle of Skye during the

In 2003, as one of his many charitable

holidays and it was on one such occasion

endeavours, Donnie undertook a walk in the

writer, journalist, broadcaster, educationalist,

that he went along to see a local band called

Himalayas for the Highland Society for Blind

community activist, international ambassador

Run-Rig.

People, for whom he serves as President.

for Scottish and Gaelic culture, politician and

The band included his old pal from

In 2004 Donnie Munro’s first DVD, “Fields

distinguished career as musician, prolific

passionate Gael has endeared him to a huge

primary school, Calum Macdonald. A year or

of the Young” was released. In the same

number of fans and garnered the respect of

so later, Calum and his brother Rory asked

year he performed “Flower of Scotland” at

Scots across the globe.

Donnie if he would like to become Run-Rig’s

the Scotland v Norway World Cup match

singer. After a period teaching in Edinburgh,

(perhaps the high point of the match).

Runrig became a full-time occupation in the
early 1980s.
Donnie and the band became one of

In October 2005 Donnie’s favourite
songs were reworked on his “Best of…” CD.
In 2006 he appeared on BBC TV’s Hogmanay

Scotland’s most popular acts, their albums

programme, leading the 300,000 strong

outselling all other artists in Scotland.

crowd in Princes Street Gardens, Edinburgh

Donnie was elected Rector of Edinburgh
University in 1991, where he was very much
respected and, as you might expect, took his
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in singing Auld Lang Syne – a first for

Dr Donnie Munro is awarded
the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to
Scottish and Gaelic arts, culture,
academia and public life.

television.

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS Hon FRIBA

RIAS Quarterly Spring 2017

Gordon Watson
Gordon studied law and serves on Keppie
Design’s financial and legal team. Based in
their Inverness office he is involved with
project appointment terms, fees, resource
planning, financial reporting and invoicing.
Gordon regularly assists in the co-ordination
of programme and fee planning at the outset
of a commission.
Gordon has been a member of RIAS
Contracts Committee for almost 20 years.
During this time he has consistently given
the RIAS the benefit of his legal expertise,
contributing immensely to the shaping of the
RIAS’ own Standard Forms of Appointment,
participating to the drafting and updates
on a regular basis. He is also the author
of some of the RIAS’ most authoritative
Practice Notes. More recently Gordon led the
drafting process which made the RIAS forms
compatible with the new RIBA Plan of Work
and the CDM 2015 regulations – a crucial and
onerous task.

Gordon Watson is awarded
the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to the
architectural profession and his
distinguished contribution to
contract law.

© Malcolm Cochrane

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS Hon FRIBA
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Support Your Team
Potentially the best value employee benefit for architects?
RIAS’ subscriptions are VAT free and
whether paid by yourself or your practice,
tax allowable. So for UK tax payers, the
membership fee is a more modest amount
of money than it might at first appear, and we

“

believe, very well spent.

At MAST Architects we believe
there is real value in our staff
retaining Chartered Membership.
Membership has a caché to

“

Generally we mostly recruit
people in the early part of their
architectural careers. If they are
already qualified, we prefer them

it and on occasion there is

to be members of the RIAS for

consider covering Chartered Membership

a client expectation that we

mainly QA reasons. They should

as part of their employee benefits. This is

retain membership of our

be fully qualified and members of

something many of our members have been

professional body. In addition,

the relevant professional body. If

membership affords access to

they are not yet qualified, we will

an online database of invaluable

support them through their Part

membership to you and your colleagues –

information and support such

III and then encourage them to

and if you need further information on any

as the Practice Notes, as well

be members of the professional

as access to the legal advisor.

body. In both cases the firm pays

7545). You will always be assured of a rapid

Membership also reflects

the membership subscription as a

and hopefully helpful response.

achievement.

We would like to ask more practices to

benefiting from for a number of years. Here
are testimonials from just a few.
So please consider the benefits of

aspect of RIAS membership please contact
Charlene.rankin@rias.org.uk (tel. 0131 229

Mark Johnstone RIAS RIBA
Director; Mast Architects, Glasgow

”

positive demonstration that this is
our policy.
In order to be successful,
in the present economic
environment (or actually any one),

“

it is necessary to tick all the boxes.
We at NORR have always paid
the Chartered Membership
subscriptions of our employees
who choose to be members of
our professional body. In fact, we
encourage it as, ultimately, we
believe that it is important for
us all to stick together, to have a
common voice and to continually
learn from each other.

Kevin Cooper FRIAS RIBA
Director; Norr Consultants Ltd, Glasgow

”

We must produce a product that
our market demands, in terms of
design competence, delivery etc.
We must provide a successful
commercial, management and
employment environment
that enables us to produce
our product. We must also be
credible in terms of QA and
other accreditations. Our policy
to pay Chartered Membership
subscriptions for our staff is
therefore in support of this
aim, while also being a modest
employment perk.
Tom Bostock FRIAS RIBA

”

Director; Reiach and Hall Architects, Edinburgh
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Membership

“

We offer our employees paid subscriptions for the ARB, RIAS and RIBA*,
depending on who they wish/require to join. It is important as a business that
we are seen to support out Professional Institutes, both for client’s peace of
mind, the professional wellbeing of our staff and the reputation of the office.

“

As part of our employee pay &
conditions we pay their Chartered
Membership Subscription in full.
From our point of view this gives

It is not just the resources provided by the RIAS, there is a professional pride

out a message to our employees

associated with being a member of a larger association of similarly qualified

that we value their Chartered

people, not to mention the excellent support provided to help maintain best

status and reinforces to our Clients

practice standards.

our professionalism and integrity.
In recent years we have used

As a newly qualified architect I recall the practice I worked for not having
a policy of supporting professional subscriptions, (it was limited to partners

the following services, which we

and associates only) as a newly married man with a young family I was

find to be very beneficial to our

unable for a few years to be able to afford to apply for membership of my

Practice:

Professional Institutes. When I did, it was a source of real pride to receive

-

free access the RIAS Legal
Advisor,

my membership certificates, they were mounted, framed and still hang in my
-

office today.

free downloads of
Appointment Documents,

I benefited greatly from the support I received when starting my
-

architectural practice and I have not forgotten the important role that the

assistance with recruiting
– free adverts on the RIAS

RIAS provides to young practices starting out.

website,

From a business perspective we all know the effort, talent and hard
-

work that is involved in becoming a Chartered Architect, it is something to

free access for Part 3

be celebrated, how better to do that than joining your professional institute?

Students for exam

If you are running a profitable company the subscriptions are tax deductible

purposes.

”

so it makes business sense. The professionals in the office appreciate the
Gillian Shields RIAS RIBA

investment in them as well and I am certain that we, as a business, have
benefited from better staff retention, loyalty and professionalism
as a result.
Stephen Mallon RIAS RIBA
Director; Mosaic Architecture + Design, Glasgow

*

”

and remember the joint RIAS/RIBA package offered by RIAS costs very little more than
‘RIAS only’ – you won’t find a better ‘BOGOF’ anywhere – ed.

Director; Young and Gault Architects Ltd, Glasgow

“

It’s something we have always
done; it is important that our
staff are members of RIAS and to
ensure this happens, the practice
pays.

William Lippe RIAS

”

Managing Director; Lippe Architects + Partners,
Inverurie
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Obituaries
Robert (Robin) Donald RIAS

18 August 1937 to 20 January 2017

17 June 1934 to 5 January 2017

© Sandy Fea

John David Taylor Cowling
FRIAS

Born on a farm, David Cowling studied
for the Diploma in Town Planning at the
University of Strathclyde. In 1964 he joined
both the RIAS and RIBA and took up a
post with Cumbernauld Development
Corporation, where he ultimately became
Chief Architect. He subsequently moved
to Fife Regional Council as Director of
Architectural Services, based in Glenrothes.
Alongside his passion for architecture,
David was a fully accredited Methodist
preacher for over 50 years. His sermons
reflected a sharp intellect and keen
intelligence and were always lively and
imaginative. He was both a preacher
and a doer. A practical ecumenist who
both challenged and encouraged with his
preaching. Predictably his hero was John
Wesley, the 18th century cleric and theologian
who was co-founder of Methodism.
A man of strong opinion and keenly
enthusiastic in all that he did, David
contributed to the RIAS from the 1980’s
onwards. His distinctive mane of grey hair
and grey beard were invariably accompanied
by the twinkle in his eye and he would
particularly light up when discussing his pet
subjects of architectural history where his
knowledge was expansive, Medieval history
and narrow gauge railways. A pragmatist
and a man of great generosity, David is
survived by his wife Beryl, his daughters and
grandchildren.

Obituary by Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS Hon
FRIBA

Robin Donald was born in Aberdeen. His

then appointed architect for the St. Nicholas

secondary education was at the Grammar

Shopping Centre which was completed in

School. He then enrolled at the Scott

1985.

Sutherland School of Architecture in 1958. At

Robin always had a cheerful attitude to

the Aberdeen City Architects Department he

life and he took this into his retirement much

spent a considerable time working on local

of which he spent gardening, but mostly at

authority housing. However, it was not long

the Royal Aberdeen Golf Club. Unfortunately

before the idea of private practice was born

he had a stroke in 2013 while visiting his son

and the partnership of Thomson, Craig and

and daughter in Australia. He spent his final

Donald was established in 1963.

years at the Northcote Care Home where he

At first Robin was kept busy with

died aged 82. Robin is survived by his wife

alterations and extensions to private houses

Marion, son Paul, daughter Nicola and three

but commissions increased to include hotels

grandchildren.

and restaurants, including the interesting
refurbishment of the Athenaeum.
His early work also took him to
Helmsdale Tongue and Stornoway but it
was the projects for Invergordon Distillers
that he found most rewarding. A branch
office was soon justified which Robin
organised in Dingwall. Robin then spent a
considerable time on the prestigious offices
for Seaforth Maritime at Waterloo Quay.
He later became involved in the preliminary
discussions which resulted in the Hill of
Rubislaw being developed for potential oil
companies. TC&D were appointed architects
for Conoco, Marathon and Britoil. Robin was

Obituary supplied by Robin’s wife, Marion
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Obituaries
Tam Dalyell Hon FRIAS
9 August 1932 to 26 January 2017
At his memorial event on 24th February,

perplexed why anyone would be attracted

Tam Dalyell was described by Lord Peter

to something he regarded as suffocatingly

Hennessy as an individual who combined

insular.

high seriousness and a sense of public

Dalyell is, of course, remembered for

purpose with weapons grade dissent.

the West Lothian question, which pointed to

However, his sense of fun was also one of his

the lopsided nature of unilateral devolution

most distinguishing characteristics.

within the UK state. It was actually coined by

STV’s Political Editor, Bernard Ponsonby,
wrote this appreciation of Tam:
“One day, just as STV was about to record

Enoch Powell. John Smith, then a devolution
minister in Harold Wilson’s second
government in the 1970s, had to deal with

an episode of its then political programme

Dalyell’s repeated raising of the constitutional

Ways and Means, a member of the

conundrum.

production team went to the toilet. There he

When he left parliament in 2005 as Father

was startled to find the honourable member

of the House, he was regarded as being on

for West Lothian, Tam Dalyell, who was

the Labour Left. This was more a product of

completely naked except for the wearing of

accident than design. When elected in 1962 he

his socks. “I’m having a wash,” intoned Dalyell

was in the mainstream of the Parliamentary

in that unmistakably aristocratic baritone.

Labour Party and approved of Harold

Dalyell was a lifelong purveyor of the
utterly unconventional. Unconventional yes,
maverick no. Tam Dalyell was a parliamentary

Wilson’s embrace of science and technology
as a potential industrial powerhouse.
The 1970s was the decade when Dalyell’s

terrorist, an individual who above all else

defining characteristics came into their own.

recognised that a meek and subservient

On the two key issues facing the Labour

legislature is a slippery slope on the road to

north and south of the border, Dalyell found

authoritarianism.

himself in the minority. In 1972, he voted with
Roy Jenkins, David Owen and Shirley Williams

cause was his commitment to using the

that would leave no stone unturned,

to take the UK into the European Economic

instruments of democracy to hold power to

no argument unexplored and no expert

Community, defying a three-line whip in the

account. As Lord Hennessey has observed:

uncanvassed in the pursuit of what he

process. This was not a fashionable position

“He was a genuine one-off and mores the

believed to be true. Parliament was to

but pointed to Dalyell’s lifelong support for

pity, mores the pity.”

be the supreme vehicle for establishing

the European cause.

He pursued his causes with an obsession

truth: exposing wrongdoing and airing
uncomfortable truths.
His faith in the institutions of democracy

Dalyell took to heart the advice given

Closer to home he became the chief

to him by Clement Attlee in the Commons

architect of opposition to plans for a Scottish

tearoom in 1962: “You owe the people your

Assembly and this put him in conflict with

best judgment.”
Tam Dalyell was a keen and supportive

as a bulwark against political humbug

Scottish Labour. He was the only Labour MP

was absolute. Dalyell, one of the great

not to sign the Claim of Right in 1989, seeing

Honorary Fellow of the Royal Incorporation.

parliamentarians of the 20th century, was, to

it as essentially a Nationalist document.

Along with his wife Kathleen, also an

the delight of the Labour movement, a class

He forever championed the sovereignty of

Honorary Fellow, he rarely missed a Fellows

traitor. Born into privilege and Eton-educated,

parliament.

Dinner. He is survived by Kathleen, son

he made common cause with the miners and

His opposition to war and what he

factory workers of West Lothian. He believed

perceived as the UK being a proxy for

that the principles of Labour best served the

American foreign policy put him on a collision

interests of those who only had their labour

course with his party.

to sell.
Much has been made by commentators

Dalyell was a man of the Labour
mainstream, unshakeable in his belief in

of Dalyell’s implacable unionism but he

Labour as a vehicle for bettering the lot of

was no “hammer of the Nats”.Dalyell was

the less fortunate. But towering over his

incapable of hate but he was genuinely

commitment to West Lothian and the Labour
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Gordon and daughter Moira.

Adapted from an Appreciation by Bernard
Ponsonby
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Tom McKay FRIAS
23 August 1932 to 20 October 2016

Born in Paisley, Tom was the eldest of three

Group 4, Rex Advertising, Cottage Homes,

children. A soloist in the Paisley Abbey Choir,

Scottish Squash Raquests Club, Hughendon

a Kings Scout, Piper in the Paisley Scouts Pipe

Sports Club, Langs Hotels, Scotbeef, McKay

Band and Piper for the Paisley Burns Club, he

Breweries, Glasgow City Council, Renfrew

was also a competitive swimmer and diver

County Council, Scottish Design Centre and

and a member of the first fifteen rugby team

many private housing clients. Awards were

at Paisley Grammar, where he became Head

received from The Civic Trust, The National

Boy.

Trust for Scotland, The R.I.A.S., The Glasgow

On leaving school in 1949, he was
apprenticed to a local practice in Paisley and

Institute of Architects and Scottish Enterprise.
Tom loved his music and was an

attended the part-time course at the Glasgow

accomplished pianist and an enthusiastic

School of Art. He subsequently transferred

choir member. He was also a keen skier,

to the full-time degree course. On qualifying

curler, shooter and fisher. He was a member

he joined T.M. Miller and Partners. Two years

of The Glasgow Art Club, Rotary, The Paisley

later he was invited to become a member of

Hammermen, St. Mirren Curling Club,

staff at the Glasgow School of Architecture. In

Scottish Squash Raquets Club, Ye Cronies,

1962, he and fellow member of staff Donald

Finlas Fishing Club and perhaps his favourite,

Forrester, decided to combine teaching and

The LAF Club with its annual trip to fish Lord

practice and formed McKay & Forrester.

Astor’s Lochs on the Island of Jura.

Tom’s easy charm and love of meeting

Meticulously documented, through

people were instrumental in acquiring clients

diaries and photography, his work, travels and

and converting them into life-long friends.

a life rich in memories. He is survived by his

The practice portfolio of work over the next

beloved wife Sonja, who he met at Art School

38 years included banks, offices, community

and with whom he enjoyed over 50 years of

centres, swimming pools, sports pavilions,

marriage, two daughters and five grandsons.

hotels, hospitals, residential homes, factories,
distilleries and housing both private and
commercial.
Clients included the Clydesdale Bank,
Motherwell Bridge, Morrison Bowmore,

Obituary supplied by Tom’s daughter, Clare
Hamilton

Obituaries which are read out
at RIAS Council are published
in RIAS Quarterly
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Contacting RIAS
By telephone

By fax

By email

By post

+44 (0) 131 229 7545

+44 (0) 131 228 2188

info@rias.org.uk

15 Rutland Square
Edinburgh
eh1 2be

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary and
Treasurer’s Office

Louise McLeod
Senior Manager: Finance and
Administration

Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management
of the Secretary’s and President’s
offices, oversight of communications
and events, administration of PPC
and Council, research, Editor of
RIAS Quarterly. Delivery of RIAS
communications, events and awards.

lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible
for all human resource and central
services functions including
finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts,
insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT,
health & safety, the building.

mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS Practice
committees and production of
quarterly Practice Information, legal
and contractual queries, maintaining
the RIAS suite of Standard Forms,
managing dispute resolution expert
panels, management of conservation
and sustainability accreditation.

Valérie Decker
Communications and Events
Assistant

Elaine Dobie
Practice Administrator

Jon Jardine
Graphic/IT Designer

edobie@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2013. Practice Services
support, administers conservation
and sustainability accreditation
schemes and the RIAS Energy Design
Certification Scheme. Coordinates
the e-PI Bulletin, Practice Services
website updates and online research.

jon.jardine@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2014. All RIAS graphic
and IT design, marketing productions
and coordinating approach across
all platforms and continuity in visual
productions and publications,
particularly RIAS Quarterly and the
RIAS website.

Veronica Low
Manager: Commercial

Janet Nixon
Manager: SBCC p/t

vlow@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2011. Advertising sales
and sponsorship for the RIAS
Quarterly. Sale and distribution of
RIAS publications and space rentals
in Rutland Square. Also responsible
for sponsorship liaison for RIAS
events.

jnixon@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2014. Ensuring that
the RIAS contract for the Scottish
Building Contract Committee’s
endeavours is effectively delivered,
including new contracts, online
provision, annual lecture and annual
conference. Support for SBCC
Drafting Committee and Board.

Senior Management

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
Secretary and Treasurer
nbaxter@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Oversight of
RIAS policy, governance, business
planning and budgets. Overall
responsibility for the Incorporation’s
membership services, Consultancy,
Practice Services, accreditation
schemes, events, publications,
outreach, political liaison, CPD,
educational initiatives and awards.

Staff

Stuart Bryce
Manager: Bookshop p/t
bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2012. Managing
RIAS Bookshop, including sales
of architectural appointments,
certificates, administrations forms
and up-to-date and archived building
contracts. Telephone, website and
direct sale to members and the public
of RIAS publications and a wide range
of architectural books.

valerie.decker@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2016. Event Management,
internal communication including
website content management,
editorial assistance for RIAS
Quarterly, e-bulletins, media
monitoring, awards coordination.
Responsible for Online Directory and
job ads.

Maureen Johnstone
Senior Finance and Administration
Assistant

Hayley Kyle
Finance and Administration
Assistant

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2003. Support for
finance and central services, financial
processing and filing, coordination of
internal room bookings, oversight of
RIAS catering and meeting set-ups,
assisting membership, post and mail,
management of office recycling.

hayley.kyle@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. To provide
additional support to finance and
central services functions, financial
processing and filing, assisting with
catering and meeting set-ups, post
and mail and to provide cover for
reception and other departments.
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Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS
Consultancy

Lena Sideri
Receptionist / Bookshop Assistant
p/t

Lorraine Sutherland
Senior Receptionist / Bookshop
Assistant p/t

crankin@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2002. Management
of Membership and Members’
data, RIAS Consultancy, Scottish
Community Projects Fund, Architect
in the Hoose (charity fundraising
campaign) and the RIAS Clients
Advisory Service.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2016. Dealing
with incoming calls, meeting and
greeting, opening and logging mail
for distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, bookshop cover and support.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2005. Dealing with
incoming calls, meeting and greeting,
opening and logging mail for
distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, general administration duties.
Bookshop cover and support.

Marjorie Appleton FRIAS
Practice Services Consultant p/t

Brian Moore Hon FRIAS
Director: Consultancy p/t

mappleton@rias.org.uk
Joined September 2010. Advises on
Practice Information and matters
relating to its publication, content
and delivery. Oversees the content,
design and development of all
technical information issued to
practices and chartered practices.

bmoore@rias.org.uk
Joined: 1995. Manages all aspects of
architectural competitions, deals with
procurement issues for architects
and improving procurement in
architecture by ensuring value-based
selection procedures in all RIAS
Competitions.

Eleanor McAllister OBE Hon
FRIAS
Director: Strategy p/t

Lily
Office Dog p/t
ldog@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Works to
maintain a stress-free working
environment, occasionally enliven
meetings and ensure a focus on the
key agenda priorities (biscuits and
sandwiches). Introduces a Zen-like
calm by generally wandering about
and sleeping under desks.

Advisors

eleanor.mcallister@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2015. Overall charge
of strategy review and producing
new corporate strategy for 20172022.

John Norman Hon FRIAS
Accountant p/t
jnorman@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2008. Annual budget,
quarterly accounts and detaied
reporting to Council, annual statutory
accounts for RIAS charity and RIAS
Services Ltd, VAT returns, ledger
management/supervision, RIAS/RIBA
membership reconciliations, annual
audit, payroll issues, other tax and
financial issues, as required.
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Professional Indemnity Insurance

WORKING TOGETHER
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
ARRANGING PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY INSURANCE AND PROVIDING
RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE PROFESSION IN SCOTLAND
For further information contact:
DAVE BATHGATE
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House
30 Queensferry Road
Edinburgh EH4 2HS
0131 311 4130
david.bathgate@marsh.com

RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name for Marsh Ltd
Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Copyright © 2017 Marsh Ltd All rights reserved
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